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The tractor is a very important piece of machinery in agriculture, and it has been evolving
and progressing over the years with improved and increasingly complex functionality.
Despite the availability of Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) Code 2 tractor testing procedures to evaluate tractor performance, the tests only
evaluate individual power outputs from tractors. Additionally, current agricultural
machinery management data does not accurately predict the power requirements for
various in-field operations.
Controller Area Network (CAN) has been incorporated into tractors and other
machinery with SAE J1939 and ISO 11783 standards, serving as the communication bus
for various on-board electronic controller units (ECUs), and carries various machine
operation data that can be used for analyzing machine performance. Investigation of data
extraction from CAN messages was conducted by examining the SAE J1939 and ISO
11783 standards. SAE J1939/21 Transport Protocol was also explored to extract engine
performance data, which was not found with common filtering methods.
A case study on CAN bus data analysis for a combine harvest operation was done
to demonstrate the capability of CAN reported data. A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)

was used for unsupervised learning analysis of the machine load states, and three machine
load states were proposed, namely, idle, transport and working states, to characterize
machine in-field load states.
To analyze tractor operation data that is not available from CAN Bus, Sensor CAN
Gateway (SCANGate) was developed for logging data from external sensor
instrumentation. SCANGate collected and merged sensor data with CAN Bus and allowed
synchronization of CAN reported data and sensor data. Several upgrades to the original
SCANGate were done to improve its functionality and durability. A tractor hydraulic
instrumentation system was also developed in this study to investigate the in-field tractor
hydraulic power usage. Custom orifices were designed and fabricated as a cost-effective
solution for hydraulic flow measurement instrumentation. In combination with pressure
gauges, hydraulic power usage was computed. Planting operation data collection was used
to validate the hydraulic instrumentation system.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction and Research Objectives
1.1 Introduction
With advancements in agricultural technology over the years, tractors are getting
more complex with improved functionality and performance. At the same time, tractors are
increasing in size to power large implements. However, tractors with increased vehicle
weight also brings concern regarding performance, efficiencies and soil compaction issues.
Simon (2015) estimated that 90% of the energy used into traditional cultivation was to
repair the damage caused by machines’ soil compaction. Further, power transfer
efficiencies at the interface of tractor and implement need to be better understood.
Hoy et al. (2015) conducted a benchmark study of agricultural petroleum use and
revealed that 5.4% of total diesel use in the United States was consumed for farm usage in
2010, of which 47% of the fuel consumption was used in tillage, 19% for planting and
chemical applications, and 34% for harvest operations. By inspecting the testing data from
Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL) from 1958 to 2012, the specific fuel consumption has
improved 19.7% for PTO power and 23.4% for drawbar power. The improvement of the
specific fuel consumptions of tractors indicate better conversion efficiency of diesel’s
chemical energy into useful work. The reason for such improvement can be due to the
advancements in engine, transmission and tire’s technology.
Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL) is the only tractor testing facility in the United
States that conducts tractor testing in accordance to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) code 2 standard. The test procedures cover three
power outputs from tractors, the power take-off (PTO), drawbar test, and hydraulic power
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test. Precise power usage measurements across all modes will benefit the producers, the
tractor and implement manufacturers, as well as the government agencies for better policy
making.
NTTL conducts discrete experiments on tractors in accordance to the OECD tractor
code 2. The PTO power test is conducted by running dynamometer tests with the PTO shaft
attached in controlled lab conditions. It specifies a set of standard conditions for the
tractor’s operation under testing, such as the ambient temperature, relative humidity and
pressure, suitable fuel and oil temperature, etc. (OECD, 2019). These standard conditions
are maintained to ensure the resultant performance data is comparable to other tractors
tested. The test determines the maximum power at rated engine speed, maximum power at
standard PTO speed, as well as power and torque produced with varying engine speed and
load. The resultant power and torque are then plotted as a function of engine speed. The
fuel consumption is also measured and reported.
The drawbar performance test is completed by using the NTTL load car, which is
a customized and instrumented vehicle that is to be towed by the tractor under test around
the NTTL test track. The load car is able to simulate several loading conditions for the
tractor and monitor the performance of the tractor at the same time. Wheel slip is an
important parameter of the drawbar test, the current instrumentation utilizes a rotary
encoder to measure the actual wheel speed and an additional ground-contacting wheel to
measure the actual vehicle relative velocity with respect to the ground surface. As per
OECD code 2 specifications, the drawbar test can only be conducted on flat concrete or
tarmacadam surface. The draft force and the drawbar power are reported with various
loading conditions.
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The hydraulic performance test is conducted using the NTTL test bench, which uses
an adjustable restrictor valve to control the hydraulic flow at different pressure and flow
rates with single and multiple outlets to simulate several hydraulic loading conditions
(OECD, 2019). A hydraulic oil cooler is used to maintain the hydraulic oil at 65 °C ± 5 °C.
The test measures the hydraulic flow rate and fluid pressure at supply and return ports of
coupler pairs and calculates the hydraulic power at different flow and pressure setting.
Despite that standard testing produces of OECD allow validation and
benchmarking of tractors’ rated performance, they are only used to characterize individual
tractor power modes’ performance in controlled test conditions. Furthermore, it does not
provide information of the tractor’s performance during actual field operations. Hoy et al.
(2015) suggested that 20% to 30% of tractor run times are idle times and most of the
processes only run at partial loads, such that the efficiencies and performance cannot be
known using the current testing procedures from OECD. Hoy et al. (2015) also pointed out
that the standard test procedures do not evaluate the actual machine efficiency for in-field
operations, due to the variability of the environments, crops, soil conditions, as well as the
implement design and operator’s behavior. In addition, the field operation typically
requires a combination of simultaneous power to be supplied by the tractor, such that the
power profiles likely do not coincide with the maximum power performance profile and
only operate in partial power mode. Figure 1-1 shows the theoretical load distribution when
tractors are running at partial load.
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Figure 1-1 Theoretical distribution of partial loads plotted in red with the tractor testing data points in black
markers. (Hoy et al. 2015)

Currently, farmers and researchers can estimate the power needs of specific field
operations using ASABE D497.7 Agricultural Machinery Management Data (2015). The
machinery management data provides calculation and estimation of the tractor
performance and power needs during various agricultural operations. However, the
predicted estimation has high margin of errors. For example, the predicted draft force for
major tillage, such as the sub-soiler, chisel plow and disk harrow have margin of errors as
much as plus or minus fifty percent (ASABE D497.7, 2015). McLaughlin et al. (2008)
conducted a study of primary tillage’s draft force using eight different tillage implements
and compares the measured draft with the estimation from D497.7 Machinery Management
Data. They found that the ASABE standard overestimated draft force for the moldboard
plow, chisel plow, and fluted coulter as much as 69%, and underestimated the deep zone
till, chisel sweep, and disk harrow as much as 36%. To address the question and to better
understand the field performance; investigation of the tractor field operation performance
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is needed by instrumenting the tractor power modes and monitoring the machine operation
parameters.

1.2 Motivation
In-field Tractors’ performance and efficiencies have been explored in the literature but not
in the context of advancing current tractor testing procedures. Therefore, with the desire
for better understanding of the actual field performance, it is necessary to conduct
experiments and develop testing produces for in-field tractor operations. Tractor
instrumentation has been developed by many researchers for better machinery management
as well as for better control and logistics of machine operations (Malcolm et.al, 1985;
McLaughlin et.al, 1993; McLaughlin et.al, 2008; Roeber et al., 2016; Roeber et al., 2017a;
Roeber et al., 2017b). With the goal of developing a tractor mixed-mode (simultaneous
drawbar, PTO, and hydraulic power) test, it is necessary to develop an instrumentation and
data acquisition system that is capable of collecting data and performing signal processing
in real-time. With the incorporation of the CAN bus and the SAE J1939 standards on
modern vehicles, it becomes possible to collect the tractor performance data using CAN
reported data and reduced the number of sensors needed for supplementary data acquisition
system as demonstrated by many recent studies. The method of machine data collection
and analysis via CAN bus will be described in later chapters.
In-field

tractor

mixed-mode

power

characterization

allows

quantitative

understanding of the actual implement power consumption in the field operations. This
research has several major outputs. First, it will provide information to update the ASABE
D497.7 Agricultural Machinery Management Data to provide accurate and precise
estimation of the power and performance of field operation and to reduce the margin of
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errors. Second, knowing the operation power requirement can better inform farmers to
appropriately match their tractors and implements allowing farmers to better select
appropriately powered tractors. Third, it provides comparisons between efficiencies of
different power modes. Nowadays, a similar function of implements can be driven with
different power sources. For example, variable rate drive seed meter for center-filled
planter can be controlled via electric, hydraulic, and pneumatic power. There are different
design considerations for choosing different types of power, such as the precision of the
seeding, but the power efficiencies can also be another important consideration. Fourth,
this work will aid in developing methodologies for enabling testing of tractors in mix-mode
power states in controlled conditions. Lastly, the next generation tractors powered by green
technologies, such as hydrogen fuel cells and batteries, as well as autonomous farming
robots are in progress for development of future agricultural technologies; Characterization
of the power modes allow appropriate engineering design decisions for developers and
engineers.

1.3 Research Objectives
1. Develop methodology for machine operation data collection and machine
performance analysis via Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data.
2. Develop and test a tractor instrumentation system (TIS) that has the capability of
collecting both CAN bus data and instrument data simultaneously.
3. Design and instrument a tractor’s hydraulic power measurement system to quantify
power transfer via selective control valve and power beyond ports in planting
operation.
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In chapter two, CAN bus systems and the SAE J1939 standard will be discussed. As
the availability of CAN bus data allows for a convenient method for data acquisition of
machine operation parameters by utilizing the built-in sensors. The use of CAN data brings
many possible applications with the machine data, such as machine performance analysis,
driver’s behavior analysis, fleet management etc. Chapter two will focus on the data
collection method, as well as a case study of harvest operation performance analysis using
just CAN bus data from a combine harvest operation. The CAN bus data is powerful but
imperfect, as it lacks some critical information for machine performance analysis, such as
the PTO, drawbar and hydraulic power from the tractors.
To overcome the shortcomings of the stand-alone CAN bus data performance analysis,
the third chapter will discuss the development of tractor instrumentation system (TIS), in
particular the Sensor-CAN Gateway or SCANGate, which is the CAN bus connected
sensor interfacing device that can read sensors measurements, pack and write them into the
implement bus in accordance with the CAN bus standard. The fourth chapter will discuss
and explore the tractor’s hydraulic instrumentation, including the design consideration and
the design constraints, as part of the tractor instrumentation system. The hydraulic
instrumenting system uses SCANGate as the gateway to write sensor data into the
implement bus and synchronize with the standard CAN bus data. In-field data of a 16-row
planter’s planting operation was collected and analyzed to validate the hydraulic
instrumentation system and determine the hydraulic power requirements of a 16-row corn
planter.
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Chapter 2 : CAN Bus Data Analysis and a Case Study of
Machine Operation Profile Generation
2.1 Introduction
Controller Area Network (CAN) is a serial communication protocol that is
implemented on most modern on-road and off-road, light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles
including agricultural off-road machinery, such as tractors and combines. CAN bus links
on-board Electronic Controller Units (ECUs) together and those ECUs can either control,
monitor, or interface with a certain functions of the vehicle, such as engine operation. By
tapping into the CAN bus, researchers, farmers and machine owners can obtain a variety
of information regarding the machine operation parameters.

2.2 Background and Related Work
2.2.1 Controller Area Network and SAE J1939
Controller Area Network (CAN) is a type of serial communication protocol
developed by Bosch in 1983 and officially published in 1986. CAN was designed for
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) as the multiplex wiring serial communication
specification for vehicles (ISO 11898-1, 2015; Bosch, 1991; SAE J1939, 2019). In 1991,
the CAN 2.0b specification became available which was adapted for extended frame with
29-bit message identifier, whereas the original CAN 1.0 only used an 11-bit message
identifier, which expanded the total number of allowable unique messages on the bus from
2048 to over 536 million. The protocol later became the SAE J1939 standard as a
communication system design for the automotive industry, it subsequently became widely
adopted in all types of motorized machinery, such as construction, forestry, and agricultural
machinery (SAE J1939, 2019). Notably, SAE J1939/02 specifies the requirements for
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J1939 in agricultural and forestry machinery and ISO 11783 (2017) builds on top of J1939
and became the standard of the secondary CAN Bus system on agricultural machinery.
CAN is a distributed multiplex communication network where there is no master
or slave device in the system, instead the devices are free to transmit messages with unique
message identifiers (IDs). As shown in figure 2-1, the physical CAN bus consists of twisted
pair wires, which are CAN high and CAN low, where the differential signals are sent. Two
120 Ω terminal resistors are placed at either ends of the twisted pair for signal integrity
(ISO 11898-1, 2015). The twisted pair also provides electric and magnetic coupling
between the differential signals and provides protection against electromagnetic
interference (EMI).

Figure 2-1 A example of CAN Bus network, with two wires daisy-chaining the ECUs, and terminal resistor
at each end

Electronic Controller Units (ECUs) are microcontrollers that either monitor, control
and/or interface with some specific function of the vehicle, ECUs can be simply daisychained to the CAN bus with the two wires and communicate with the rest of the system.
The SAE J1939/11 physical layer (2016) specifies the use of shielded twisted pair (STP),
with a maximum length of 40 meters and maximum of 30 ECUs per network segment. The
SAE J1939/15 Physical layer (2018) describes the unshielded twisted pair (UTP) for
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flexibility; both STP and UTP support a baud rate of 250kbit/s. With the new update of
SAE J1939/14 Physical layer (2016) in 2012, the bus baud rate was increased to 500kbit/s
to accommodate the increasing number of ECUs on vehicles. The adoption of the 500kbit/s
baud rate began around 2016.
The ECUs transmit data as messages on CAN bus and each message is given a
specific message identifier (ID), this ID determines the priority of the message, such that
an ECU transmitting a lower priority message will stop sending data and wait for an
opening window upon seeing a message with higher priority. SAE J1939 fully defines the
standardized communication to be transmitted through extended frame format, as specified
in CAN 2.0b, such that all message identifiers are 29-bit long.
The Protocol Data Unit (PDU) is the message identifier format specified by the
SAE J1939; The PDU consists of three priority bits, a reserved bit, a data page bit, a PDU
format byte, a PDU specific byte, and a source address byte. The first three bits are the
priority bits, where a value of 0 or 0b000 has the highest priority and a value of 7 or 0b111
has the lowest priority. The reserved bit is currently reserved for future use. The data page
bit is the data page identifier. The PDU format (PF) and PDU specific (PS) each contain a
byte (8 bits long) and if PF is between 0 (0x00) and 239 (0xEF), the PS field contains the
destination address of the ECU that will receive the message. This type of addressable
message is also known as a PDU 1 message. If the PF field is between 240 (0xF0) and 255
(0xFF), the message is broadcast and the PS field contains a Group Extension (GE). If a
global address of 255 (0xFF) is used, then all ECUs will receive the message. This type of
broadcast message is known as a PDU 2 message. Lastly, the source address byte contains
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the ECUs’ address, and it allows up to 254 unique addresses within the CAN bus. The
format of the 29-bit message identifier is shown in figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2 SAE J1939 29-bit message identifier format, each space represents a bit

A Parameter Group Number (PGN) is the combination of reserved bit, data page
bit, PF, and PS and contains 18 bits, though the reserved bit and data page bit are reserved
for future use and are currently always 0s. A PGN is also a parameter group that organizes
the parameters of the same function into a group; it defines the message transmission rate,
priority, and the assignment of each parameter called Suspect Parameter Numbers (SPNs)
into specific bit or byte location within the 8-byte data field.
An example of the message identifier for Electronic Engine Controller 1 or EEC1
is 217056256 or 0xCF00400; By aligning the ID with the format in binary, as shown in
figure 2-3, EEC1 has a priority of 0b011 or 3, PF of 0xF0 or 240, indicating EEC1 is PDU
2 and is broadcast on the bus, and it has a GE of 4 and source address of 0. The PGN can
be obtained by merging reserved bit, data page bit, PF byte, and PS byte, which are 0x0,
0xF0, and 0x04, resulting in the value of 0x0F004. According to the SAE J1939-71 Vehicle
Application Layer, EEC1 has a PGN of 61444 or 0x00F004, which matches with the result
above.

Figure 2-3 Example of the PGN 61444 for EEC1 and 29-bit identifier format, essentially the message ID
contain the priority bits, PGN and source address.
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SPNs are the numbers defined by the SAE J1939 and carry specific information of
machine information, such as function status, sensor reading, estimated value and control
variables. The standard also determines the data format and low-level data conversion, as
the data are transmitted in binary format. The standard includes information about the data
length, data type, the multiplier and offset bias, and the operation range (SAE J1939, 2019;
“What is SAE J1939”; "SAE J1939 Introduction.”). This information allows ECUs to
correctly pack and write the data into a CAN message, as well as reading and extracting
the data from a CAN message.
The availability of CAN bus provides an effective method for machinery diagnosis,
data can be collected by connecting a logging device to the CAN bus. A real-time
processing from the logging device or a post-processing method is needed to extract the
data of interest from CAN bus messages in accordance with SAE J1939 standard. The CAN
data contains many sensor measurements obtained from the ECUs. Utilizing CAN data
provides a convenient means of accessing the machine data and avoids the need for
installation of additional sensors and a separate data acquisition system.
In addition to the standardized CAN messages, equipment manufacturers also
utilize the proprietary CAN messages to enhance machinery management and improve
machine’s performance by including more sensors and intelligent control units, as well as
better integration of the system as a whole.
2.2.2 Implement Bus ISO 11783
In 1988, the Germany LAV (German Farm Machinery and Tractor Association)
selected CAN1.0 for standardization of the communication protocol for agricultural
machinery. The communication system is called Landwirtschaftliches BUS-System (LBS)
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and it became the DIN 9684 standard. In 1991, American Society of Agricultural Engineers
(ASAE) and Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) cooperated and developed a serial
communication protocol standard for North American agricultural and construction
equipment manufacturers, such that the electronics communication between equipment can
be established for inter compatibility (Stone et al. 1999).
Eventually, ISO 11783 or ISOBUS was developed which is based on SAE J1939,
which in turn is derived from DIN 9684. ISO 11783 selected the CAN 2.0b specification,
which was recently released at that time, and introduced the extended frame with the 29bit message identifier, as it has become the standard format for all messages in both SAE
J1939 and ISO 11783.
ISOBUS is the secondary CAN bus present on tractor, which is separated from the
SAE J1939 Tractor Bus, as it is designed for interfacing with the implements. Hence, the
ISOBUS is also called Implement Bus. Prior to the adoption of ISO 11783, or ISOBUS,
the farm equipment manufacturers (FEMs) often designed electronic connections in
accordance with the CAN bus protocol, such that the signals conform with the CAN
standard ISO11898, though without compatibility with other manufacturers (Fischer,
2021). This introduced the issues where the implement and tractor shared the same physical
connection, but the signals do not transmit between different brands of equipment. Often
times, farmers need to purchase separate harnesses and displays for implements from
different manufacturers. In 2001, the ISO 11783 standard was introduced in the United
States to layout a universal protocol for electronic communication between implements,
tractors, and computers. Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation (AEF) is an
international cooperation between FEMs to ensure devices on the ISOBUS comply with
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the ISO 11783 standard (Wehrspann, 2011). ISO 11783 brought standardization to the
implement bus transmission and allowed the inter-compatibility between equipment across
multiple FEMs. Ultimately, it resulted in reduction of physical wires, harnesses, monitors
and controllers in the tractor cab.
ISOBUS contains several important parameters that are not reported on the J1939
tractor bus, such as the PTO speed, hitch position, and hydraulic remote valves spool
position. Ability to monitor and collect parameters from ISOBUS in addition with J1939
tractor bus could be beneficial for researcher in machinery performance studies.
2.2.3 CAN Data Collection and Machine Diagnostic System
The SAE J1939 was identified and adopted by manufacturers in late 1990s, which
put the CAN Bus systems in most vehicles manufactured in the past 20 years. This allowed
researchers to tap into the CAN bus, collect and extract the machine information using the
J1939 standard. Darr (2014) developed a data logging platform that integrated with the
existing CAN bus on tractors. The logger was a standalone electronic processor, it collected
the machine data and performed on-board signal processing, allowing the user to infer
logistic information. One of the advantages of this system was that Darr designed a postprocessing method that could identify the tractor operation state automatically by using a
matrix of CAN messages. This system also generated a statistical report for the operation,
produced a heat map with the Global-Positioning-Satellite (GPS) data, and allowed the
user to have better understanding of the machinery’s performance in field operations.
Furthermore, it allowed information extraction and precise machinery management.
Similarly, Al-aani et al (2016) demonstrated the capabilities of evaluating the tractor’s
tillage performance using J1939 CAN Bus data and showed that data collection via J1939
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CAN Bus is a cost-effective method for data acquisition. Wang and Zhou (2020) developed
an engine monitoring system that interfaced with the SAE J1939 CAN Bus and used a
computer to monitor the traffic coming through the CAN Bus, to receive the selected PGN,
and report the engine parameters to the connected computer. It especially addressed the
multi-package message problem and achieved bi-directional communication between
ECUs and an external computer using simple electronics.
Utilizing the J1939 standard allowed bi-directional communication, as researchers
not only collected machine data, but could also interfaced and controlled the machine with
CAN bus. Darr et al. (2005) developed

distributed controllers using CAN as the

communication bus to allow intelligent control of an autonomous vehicle. The study
demonstrated the versatility of the CAN system as it enabled the reading of the vehicle data
as well as control by sending specific messages in accordance with the CAN message
format.
Burgun et al. (2013) conducted a study on tractor’s plowing operation performance
and efficiencies with CAN reported data and custom instrumentation on the wheels, the
PTO and the hydraulic system of the tractor. To validate the accuracies of the CAN reported
data, Burgun et al. also conducted a preliminary laboratory test with a PTO dynamometer
test and a drawbar track test in accordance with OECD code 2 and correlated the CAN
reported data with the measured engine torque as well as the transmission efficiency at
different gear ratios.
Pitla et al. (2014) collected and extracted tractor’s fuel consumption and Global
Positioning Satellite (GPS) messages from CAN bus using the SAE J1939 format and
computed the field efficiencies and fuel efficiencies of different row crop operations, such
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as cultivation, planting and nitrogen application. Pitla et al. (2016) categorized the tractor
field operation into three states – idle, working (turning), working (parallel and headland
passes), and demonstrated the methodology of labeling the machine states using histograms
of fuel rate and engine percent torque, as there were clear divisions between the three states.
Rohrer et al. (2017) evaluated the accuracy of the data reported from the J1939
CAN bus and the measurement of the engine torque and engine speed using dynamometer
from NTTL. Rohrer et al. reported a high correlation between the engine speed reading
from SAE J1939 CAN bus and dynamometer. However, CAN reported SAE J1939 engine
torque was found to be statistically different from the measured torque from dynamometer
with 95% confidence level, the measured torque and the CAN reported torque having an
average 15.3 Nm difference and 44.7 Nm difference over the full range. However, the
linear regression analysis showed a 𝑅 2 score of 0.995, indicating the CAN reported torque
explained the measured torque well. This study demonstrated the J1939 reported values
can be inaccurate from the external measurement. The potential sources of errors were also
suggested, such as the different oil viscosity, intake and exhaust restriction. As stated in
the SAE J1939 description of SPN 513 Actual Engine – Percent Torque, the calculated
parameter transmits the indicated torque as a percent of reference engine torque, and it
includes the torque required to overcome friction; even though engine friction and fan loss
were included in this study, the discrepancies showed the CAN reported torque can be
inaccurate. Suggested reasons where the engine ECU predicted the engine torque with a
torque map that was calibrated at the manufacturing plant and the actual torque drifted
away from the calibrated torque map over time and the difference in ambient condition,
such as temperature and pressure, can have significant impact to the actual engine torque.
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Rohrer et al. also discussed the requirements of data collection from tractors. A direct
approach is to install many analog sensors to measure the speed, torque, flow and pressure.
However, high precision analog sensors are expensive, and it is tedious to install multiple
sensors; such an installation also increases the difficulty in replicating the instrumentation.
The sensors also need to be able to withstand shock, vibration, moisture, and harsh
temperatures because of the operation environment of tractors. The discussion evaluated
the benefits of utilizing the SAE J1939 standards compared to custom sensors.
Researchers investigated the accuracy of fuel consumption rate reported by the
J1939 CAN bus in comparison to the measurement of fuel flowmeter using NTTL PTO
performance tests (Marx and Luck, 2013; Marx et al., 2016). The first study founded that
the error was as high as 6.22% during low flow transient. On the other hand, the second
study showed that the CAN reported fuel consumption values were shown to be within five
percent error of the measured flow rate for all steady-state loads and within one percent
error for high-load operations at steady state across six different row-crop tractors. It also
showed that the errors between the tested tractors were higher than the errors between the
measurement and CAN reported data. Different tractors had different correlations in their
CAN reported fuel rate versus flowmeter measured fuel rate. Overall, the study concluded
the CAN reported fuel rate were statistically significant no difference from the measure
fuel rate. Despite the present of variability between tractors and the discrepancies between
CAN reported fuel rate and actual fuel rate, the CAN reported fuel rate can be used for
logistical and research studies.
Stoll et al. (2018) developed a test bench to measure the hydraulic pressure and
flow rate and investigated the accuracy of the machine reported J1939 CAN bus data versus
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the test bench measurement. The study reported that the machine reported valve position
can be used to predict the flow rate given that the hydraulic port is not in the flow-limited
status, which allowed for a systematic prediction using the CAN data. It was found that the
pump pressure and load sense pressure are good indicators of whether the hydraulic line is
under flow-limited condition or not, such that if the pressure difference between pump and
load sense pressure is less than a nominal margin, the hydraulic line will become flowlimited, and thus the estimated flow reported by J1939 CAN data will not be accurate.
Having determined the limitations and eliminating the conditions where the estimated flow
will be inaccurate, the developed system can systematically predict the hydraulic flow rate
and pressure using the valve spool position with high correlation and accuracy.
Kortenburck et al. (2017) developed a methodology in data collection and analysis
of machine operation, logging CANBUS data without any external instrumentation.
Primarily, the GPS or GNSS data were used to track the machine position, and the authors
were able to differentiate between machine statuses such as operation, fault, and
transportation. Kortenburck et al. also developed an algorithm to automate the process on
defining a field operation from road transportation by segmentation based on geographical
location.

2.3 Objectives
1. Identify and investigate the publicly available Parameter Group Numbers (PGNs)
and Suspect Parameter Numbers (SPNs) for evaluation of agricultural machine
performance. Develop the methodology to filter and extract parameters of interest
from CAN bus.
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2. Explore and investigate specific SAE CAN protocols for extracting engine
performance data
3. Investigate the combine harvest operation performance using CAN reported data.
In this chapter, a detailed explanation of the mechanism of CAN and the SAE J1939 and
ISO 11783 standard will be presented. The methodology of filtering CAN Bus messages
and extracting the parameters of interest will be explained. The method of data collection
via CAN will be explored along with CAN data processing and analysis, to generate
operational load profiles of harvest operations.

2.4 Materials and Methods
2.4.1 CAN connection interface and Data Logger

Figure 2-4 Kvaser Memorator Pro 2xHS v2 (Kvaser AB, Molndal, Sweden)

Kvaser Memorator Pro 2xHS v2 was selected as the data logger for this study, as
shown in Figure 2-4. It is capable of monitoring two CAN channels simultaneously and
recording the data to an SD card (Pro 2xHS v2, Kvaser AB, Mölndal, Sweden). This standalone logger can automatically record the CAN bus data upon detection of machine start
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or by user defined triggers to start recording without an external computer connected. It
has a ruggedized design and contains a LiPO battery inside; due to its low maximum power
consumption of only 3 Watt, users can leave the logger connected to the vehicle for several
months. The Memorator compresses and stores the CAN bus data in proprietary
compressed .kmf format, such that it is capable of storing several months’ worth of data
without problems. The Memorator contains two Dsub9 connectors that can be interfaced
with two separate CAN channels.
There are two different locations on the tractor that provide connections to the CAN
bus; one is the ISOBUS Breakaway Connector or IBBC, which typically provides the
electrical connection to the implements. However, the IBBC only contains the implement
bus and does not include the tractor bus. At the same time, the IBBC should be connected
with the implement, and to make additional connection via IBBC, a splitter or Y-harness
is required.
On the other hand, SAE J1939/13 Off-board Diagnostic Connector (2016) defines
a standard CAN interface connector for diagnostic purposes for commercial vehicles and
trucks, including tractors and combines. The connector uses a Deutsche HD10-9-1939 9pin connector as the physical plug, and the plug is located inside the cab, usually behind
the driver seat. The standard also defines the pinout of the connector, which specifies the
connections for SAE J1939 Tractor Bus and ISO-11783 Implement Bus, as shown in
Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 Pinout for J1939/13 diagnostic port; it carries both tractor bus and implement bus for diagnostic
purpose

This connector is often called the J1939 connector, the diagnostic port, or the tractor
9-pin connector. Prior to 2016, the receptacles installed on tractors and trucks were only
black in color, whereas the newer green receptacles were adopted from 2016 onwards; the
receptacles are shown in Figure 2-6. The difference between the receptacles is from the
update of the SAE J1939/13 Off-board Diagnostic Connector (2016) and SAE J1939/14
Physical Layer (2016), which introduces the Type 2 connector with the increased J1939
Bus baud rate of 500kbit/s, respectively. This was done to accommodate the increasing
number of ECUs inside vehicles. As the number of ECUs and CAN messages increased,
the 250kbit/s data rate CAN bus traffic easily became congested and posed stability issues
to CAN bus. The increase in the baud rate also increased the bandwidth of the J1939 CAN
bus, doubling the transmission speed. However, this increase in baud rate only applies to
the tractor bus and does not affect the implement bus.
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Figure 2-6 9-pin J1939 diagnostic receptacle located in the cab, (Left) Older black receptacle that runs at
250kbit/s; (Right) the newer green receptacle that runs at 500 kbit/s

The green 9-pin connector is also called the CAN 500 connector, or J1939 Type 2
connector. The green plug is designed to be backward compatible with older black
receptacle but not the other way around, so the older device with black plug will not be
able to plug into newer tractor with green receptacle. This is done to prevent causing error
frame to the CAN Bus due to baud rate mismatch. An adapter for conversion from the
J1939 plug to 2 DB9 connector for Kvaser Memorator (Model: Pro 2xHS v2, Kvaser AB,
Mölndal, Sweden) was made. This maps the J1939 tractor bus into Memorator’s channel 1
and the implement bus into channel 2 as shown in figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7 (Left) The Kvaser Memorator Pro 2xHS v2 with an adapter to convert the 9-pin J1939
diagnostic connector to 2 Dsub9 connector; (Right) the wiring diagram for the converter

2.4.2 Parameters of Interest
The Memorator was set to compress and record all in-coming raw CAN message
data, and the data extraction and decoding were post-processed. This allows flexibility in
research and development; as researchers can save the raw data for future use and postprocessing. For example, if there is a new research objective related to the machine
operation and the information can be found in SAE J1939 CAN bus, the researcher can
come back to the saved raw data and extract the PGNs they need.
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Table 2-1 list of PGNs which contains useful parameters for characterizing the vehicle performance

The table above (see Table 2-1) lists the PGNs of interest for this study; the Engine
Configuration (EC) and Electrical Engine Controllers (EECs) are critical to infer the gross
engine power, net engine power, and the vehicle position and vehicle direction/speed which
contains longitude and latitude information from a navigation device and are important for
understanding the machine operation states. For example, it is easy to differentiate if the
machine is performing field operations or transporting using geospatial information
obtained from GPS data. While PGNs are the parent group that define the CAN messages,
SPNs are, on the other hand, the specific parameters that carry the data and information.
For example, SPN 190 engine speed carries the engine speed in binary format and is
embedded in PGN 61444 Electrical Engine Controller 1 (EEC1). The following SPN
parameters from SAE J1939/71 were collected and monitored.
SPN 190 Engine Speed is the actual engine speed calculated over a minimum crankshaft
angle of 720 degrees or two revolutions, divided by the number of cylinders. It resides in
PGN 61444 EEC1.
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SPN 513 Actual Engine - Percent Torque contains the calculated indicated torque of the
engine; the value includes the torque developed in the cylinders required to overcome
friction and is transmitted as a percent of the engine reference torque (SPN544). It is located
in PGN 61444 EEC1.
SPN 4154 Actual Engine - Percent Torque High Resolution contains the higher
resolution percent torque for SPN 513, which also refers to SPN 544 Engine Reference
Torque. It has a range from 0 to 0.875% of the reference torque, and the actual engine
percent torque will be the addition of SPN 513 and SPN 4154 when available. When its
first bit is 1, this data is not available. This value is found in PGN 61444 EEC1.
SPN 514 Nominal Friction – Percent Torque contains the calculated torque required by
the engine to overcome friction and thermodynamic losses, as well as torque losses due to
accessories, such as the oil and cooling pumps. SPN 514 is transmitted as a percent of the
engine reference torque (SPN 544). It is calculated by a function of engine speed and engine
temperature, with an offset for additional loss. This value is found in PGN 65247 EEC3.
SPN 2978 Estimated Engine Parasitic Losses – Percent Torque is the calculated torque
of the estimated torque loss due to engine parasitic effects, which includes accessories such
as cooling fan, air compressor, and air conditioning. It is also transmitted as a percent of
Engine Reference Torque (SPN544). When it has a value of 0xFB, it means that all
parasitic losses are already included in the Engine’s Nominal Friction Percent Torque (SPN
514). It is located in PGN 65247 EEC3.
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SPN 92 Engine Percent Load at Current Speed indicates the ratio of the actual indicated
engine percent torque to the maximum indicated torque available at the current engine
speed, clipped to zero torque during engine braking. It is located at PGN 61443 EEC2.
SPN 3357 Actual Maximum Available Engine – Percent Torque describes the
maximum amount of torque that the engine can immediately deliver as a percentage of the
reference engine torque (SPN 544). It includes all engine torque losses that could
potentially be active in the system, such as air fuel ratio control and noise control. This
value is different from the engine percent torque map from PGN 65251 because it takes
into account all dynamic internal inputs. This value is found in PGN 61443 EEC2.
SPN 544 Engine Reference Torque contains the 100% reference value for all defined
indicated engine percent torque parameters. This reference value is only defined once and
does not change even if a different engine torque map becomes valid. Engine reference
torque is one of the most critical values needed for calculating the actual engine power, as
several engine percent torques such as Actual Engine – Percent Torque (SPN 513) and
Nominal Friction – Percent Torque (SPN 514) are in percentage format referring to this
value. Engine reference torque is found in PGN 65251 Engine Configuration 1 (EC1),
which is a multi-package message using SAE J1939/21 Transport Protocol and cannot be
filtered and extracted using typical SAE J1939/71 Vehicle Application Layer Format; more
details are discussed in section 2.3.3.
SPN 183 Engine Fuel Rate measures the amount of fuel consumed by engine per unit of
time. It is found in PNG 65266 Fuel Economy (Liquid) (LFE).
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SPN 584 Latitude and SPN 585 Longitude are the latitude and longitude position in
degrees of the vehicle measured by navigation device such as GPS, which are included in
PGN 65267 Vehicle Position (VP).
PGN 65256 Vehicle Direction/Speed (VDS) contains SPN 168 Compass Bearing, SPN
517 Navigation-Based Vehicle Speed (NBVS), SPN 580 Altitude, and SPN 583 Pitch,
all measured by the navigation device.
SPN 84 Wheel-Based Vehicle Speed (WBVS) calculates the vehicle speed from wheel or
tail shaft speed; it can be useful to calculate the wheel slip of the vehicle. It is found in
PGN 65265 Cruise Control / Vehicle Speed (CCVS).
2.4.3 PGN Filtering and SPNs Extraction and Conversion
Machine data acquisition using J1939 CAN Bus data requires parameters’ data
format information. For both real-time processing and post-processing of J1939 CAN Bus
data, CAN messages that contain the parameters of interest must be filtered and extracted
from the CAN data stream. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the PGN is embedded in the
message’s CAN ID. A bitwise mask is used to compare the CAN ID with the desired PGN;
if the ID and PGN match, the message is cached or transferred.

Figure 2-8 At filtering step, the program will need to look for the PGN embedded in the CAN ID. In this
case, the PGN of EEC1 is 61444 or 0xF004, which can be found in the middle of the CAN ID.
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J1939 CAN IDs are 29 bits long, and the PGN can be found at the 6th to 22nd bits,
shown as bolded digits in Figure 2-8. Note that the data are shown in hexadecimal and each
hexadecimal digit contains 4 bits or half a byte. It is important to illustrate that a 29-bit data
field uses eight hexadecimal numbers, which can be misleading as eight hexadecimal
numbers contain 32-bits (four bits per hexadecimal number). For a 29-bit data field, the
first digit can only carry a value of 0 or 1 when it is shown in a hexadecimal format. For
most programing software, if the first hexadecimal digit is zero, the leading zero will be
omitted and it can cause filtering error due to the digit mismatch if one attempts to filter
the PGNs using hexadecimal. It is also preferable to filter the CAN data using a bitmask
for programming accuracy, not to mention that bit operation is superior in computation
efficiency.
After filtering the desired CAN messages, the SPN information is important for
extracting the parameters and conversion. Table 2-2 lists the SPNs conversion information
as the data were stored in the data bytes of CAN frame. Correctly identifying the location
and the length of the data, as well as the corresponding scaling factor and offset values to
convert the binary value into engineering parameters, is required for extracting useful
information.
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Table 2-2 SPN of interest that can be used to analyze machine performance

Figure 2-9 Example of extracting engine speed and engine percent torque from EEC1

In this example, PGN 61444 EEC1’s SPN 190 Engine Speed, SPN 513 Actual
Engine Percent Torque and SPN 4154 Actual Engine Percent Torque High Resolution are
extracted and converted to illustrate the data extraction process, as shown in Figure 2-9.
Following Table 2-2 information, SPN 513 is located at byte location 3 and takes up 8 bits
of data, which contains a value of 0xA2 or 162 in decimal when looking at byte location
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#3. To convert it back into engineering units, the scaler of 1% and offset of -125% are
needed. The calculation is shown in equation 2-1.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 = 162 ∗ 1% − 125% = 37%

(Eq. 2-1)

SPN 4154 is located at byte location 1.5 and takes up 4 bits of data. This means the
parameter is a partial byte, and its data field is between 5th-bit to 8th-bit of byte #1. Also,
from the documentation of SAE J1939/71, SPN 4154 is not available when its first bit is 1.
To compute this value, it requires two-bit masks to extract the half bytes and also check if
this parameter is available. Byte #1 is 0xF0 or 0x11110000, applying a bitmask of 0x0F to
extract the 4-bit data as 0b0000. The first bit of the 0b0000 is zero, indicating the SPN
4154 is available, and the latter 3 bits can be used to convert into engineering units, using
the scaler of 0.125% and offset of 0. The calculation is shown in equation 2-2.
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0 ∗ 0.125% = 0% (Eq. 2-2)
Lastly, combining both SPN 513 and SPN 4154 results in the full actual engine
percent torque, as shown in equation 2-3.
𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 = 37% + 0% = 37%

(Eq. 2-3)

Next, to extract the SPN 190 Engine Speed which is located at byte #4 and takes
up 2 bytes of data field [0x02, 0x1B], a process to combine two bytes of data needs to be
followed. Note that the CAN bus data are transmitted in Little Endian format, which
dictates the order of the bytes are to be transmitted with Least-Significant-Byte (LSB) first
and Most-Significant-Byte (MSB) last. To recombine the two bytes of data, the order of
the bytes should be reversed. Thus, the actual binary value of the field is 0x1B02, or 6914
in decimal. Using the scaler of 0.125 RPM and offset of 0 yields the engine speed, as shown
in equation 2-4.
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𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 = 6914 ∗ 0.125 = 864.25 𝑅𝑃𝑀

(Eq. 2-4)

Using this technique and following the information from SAE J1939/71 Vehicle
Application document, many useful parameters can be extracted from the standard J1939
CAN Bus without external instrumentation. However, not all the messages are sent with
the typical 8-byte data field. As illustrated in this section, many parameters related to the
engine torque are expressed in a percentage of the SPN 544 engine reference torque, which
is not particularly useful by itself. However, SPN 544 and its parent group PGN 65251
EC1 cannot be found using the technique described in this section. A special protocol called
“Transport Protocol” is used to find actual engine reference torque, which is explained in
the next section.
2.4.4 SAE J1939/21 Transport Protocol and Engine Configuration
Engine configuration 1 has a PGN of 65251 or 0xFEE3; however, this PGN does
not correspond to an actual CAN message ID that carries the data of engine configuration
in the CAN Bus. An engine configuration messages typically contains a 28 bytes of data
field, which is impossible to be transmitted using the standard CAN frame format with only
an 8 bytes of data field. To overcome the data length limit, engine configuration is
transmitted using a SAE J1939/21 Transport Protocol (TP) (2016) multi-package message.
There are two types of TPs, which are the Connection Management or CM and Broadcast
Announcement Messages or BAM. TP_CM is meant for targeted or direct communication,
whereas TP_BAM uses a global destination address and is broadcast to the entire network,
similar to the PDU 2. To send messages with more than 8 bytes of data, TP first transmits
a CM message to announce the type of multi-package messages, its length of the data, and
which PGN will be transmitted with TP_BAM. It then fragments the data into 7-byte
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segments and transmits the data one segment at a time. The receiver will need to collect all
the segments of the data and merge the data back in the correct order followed by decoding
the data following the SAE J1939 vehicle application layer’s specification.

Figure 2-10 Example of Transport Protocol - Broadcast Announcement Message (TP-BAM) with Engine
Configuration PGN 65251. The sender first transmits Connection Management (CM) and then the
successive TP-BAM with the fragmentized data. In this example, only CAN ID and its subsequent data
bytes are shown.

Using the example of PGN 65251 Engine Configuration, the data flow is shown in
Figure 2-10. Five CAN messages are shown with their CAN ID and 8-byte data fields in
sequence. The sender, or engine ECU in this case, will send out TP_CM with PGN 60671;
because this PGN is shared by all TP_CM, one will need to pay attention to the source
address, which is the last byte of the CAN ID. According to SAE J1939, the ECU of engine
#1 has source address of 0x00. The first data byte of the TP_CM contains the control byte;
a value of 32 (0x20) which indicates the subsequent message will be of TP_BAM type.
The second and third bytes describe the number of data bytes to be transmitted. Note that
CAN data is transmitted with Little Endian format, where Most-Significant-Byte (MSB) is
sent last. To correctly read the data, the byte order is critical. The byte length data field
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contains two bytes with values of [0x1C, 0x00]; the merged data will be of the form
0x001C or 28 in decimal. The fourth byte specifies the number of messages to be expected,
which in this case is 4 messages. The fifth byte is unused and filled with 0xFF or
0b11111111. The sixth and seventh bytes contain the actual PGN of the multi-package
message to be sent; it has the values of [0xE3, 0xFE] and it translates into 0xFEE3 or
65251, which matches the PGN of Engine Configuration. The last byte is zero-padded.
After the TP_CM, the TP_BAM is transmitted with PGN 60415 or 0xEBFF, with
the source address of 0x00 for engine configuration. The first data field byte in the CAN
frame is sent as the sequence number, which indicates the order of the fragmented data.
The rest of the seven bytes contain the actual data of Engine Configuration. As seen in the
TP_CM, there are four messages to be expected that carry the data of Engine
Configuration. All the messages are sent with 50 ms to 200 ms time interval subsequently,
such that the Engine Configuration needs at most 1 seconds to transmit all the data, given
if the length of the Engine Configuration is 4 messages long. PGN 65251 Engine
Configuration specifies the transmission rate to be 5 seconds or not lesser than 500 ms if
the message is set to be transmitted with changes in torque or speed points greater than
10% since the last transmission.
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Figure 2-11 The byte order for EC1 after collecting and combining the fragmented data back into one string
of data. Note that the red numbers are the byte orders of data fields.

After collecting all the TP_BAMs, the receiver can recombine and interpret the data
using the SAE J1939/71 information. In this example, the TP_CM declares the PGN 65251
spreads across four messages and contains a total of 28 bytes of data field. As shown in
Figure 2-12, the 28-byte data are reorganized with the byte order labeled. To extract the
SPN 544 Engine Reference Torque, which according to Table 2-2, is located at byte #20
and is two bytes long, is as follows. The value of [0x87, 0x07] translates to 0x0787
according to Little Endian format which is equivalent to 1927 in decimal format. Using the
scaler of 1Nm and offset of 0, the engine reference torque can be calculated, as shown in
equation 2-5.
𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 = 1927 ∗ 1𝑁𝑚 = 1927 𝑁𝑚

(Eq. 2-5)

Having obtained the engine reference torque, all the parameters that are expressed
in percentage of reference torque can be converted into actual torque in Nm. Incidentally,
this also allows the computation of the engine power by multiplying the engine torque and
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engine speed. As an example, actual engine gross power is computed below using the
calculated numbers from section 2.4.3, which were 37% actual engine percent torque and
864.25 RPM engine speed. In combination with the reference torque, the engine gross
power at this data point is found to be 64.5 kW (86.5 HP), as shown in equation 2-6.

𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =

1927 𝑁𝑚 ∗ 37% ∗ 864.25 𝑅𝑃𝑀 ∗ 2𝜋
= 64.5 𝑘𝑊
60𝑠𝑒𝑐/𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗ 1000𝑊/𝑘𝑊

(Eq. 2-6)

2.4.5 Case Study: Combine Harvest Operation CAN Data Analysis
A CASE 7230 Combine (Model: CASE 7230, Case IH, Wisconsin, USA) with a
rated engine power of 283.4 kW (380HP) was used in this study for data collection. The
combine was attached to a 30' CASE 2152 draper for soybeans (Case IH, Wisconsin, USA)
and a 12 row 30" Geringhoff NorthStar header for corn (Geringhoff, Ahlen, Germany).
The CASE combine harvested six fields of corn and six fields of soybeans, bringing the
total harvested acres to twelve fields. The data set collected had an average logged
operation of 13.2 hours and average field area of 111.1 acres. In this case study of a
combine harvest operation analysis, only the SAE J1939 CAN bus data were used.
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2.4.6 Analysis and Data Filtering Method

Figure 2-12 Data flow for working with the J1939 CAN Bus data

The data were collected with the Kvaser Memorator Pro x2 HS and stored in Kvaser
compressed format .kmf file extension in the on-board SD card. The stored data then were
decompressed using Kvaser Memorator Config Tool. Kvaser Memoraotor Config Tool
interfaces with the Memorator for adjusting configurations, adding or removing filters, as
well as exporting the stored data into CSV file. The configuration and the exporting steps
are shown in Appendix A. MATLAB functions were created for filtering the PGNs,
extracting the SPNs and converting them into parameters with engineering units. After the
conversion step, additional steps were needed for data analysis and interpretation. Due to
the fact that PGN messages come in at different transmission rates, and the messages might
skip frames during high transmission load in the CAN bus, data synchronization is required
to resample the data at a common time interval for analysis.
Unsupervised learning is one of the branches of machine learning. Opposed to
supervised learning, unsupervised learning does not require the data to be labelled, instead
it uses mathematic models and algorithm to identify patterns from the data. One of the
unsupervised learning problems is cluster analysis, which is identifying and grouping
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similar data points together. In this study of tractor performance analysis, clustering
analysis can be a powerful tool to identify the load states of tractor without prior knowledge
of the machine states inputted by the operators
2.4.7 ASABE D497.7 Agricultural Machinery Management Data
ASABE EP496.3 Agricultural Machinery Management Standard (2020) and
ASABE D497.7 Agricultural Machinery Management Data (2020) provides equations and
parameters to estimate combine power requirements for harvesting corn. CAN bus
calculated power requirements were compared to ASABE recommended estimates. As
stated in the EP496.3 machinery management standard, the power requirement has a
constant term and a coefficient term that grows linearly with feed rate, which is in kWh/t
(ℎ𝑝 ∙ ℎ/𝑡𝑜𝑛). We assumed a uniform yield of 250 bu/ac as a baseline yield which was
provided by our producer partners. Assuming the feed rate is equal to the ground speed
multiplied by the header width and acreage, we can compute the rotary power using the
equation from EP496.3 machinery management standard, as shown in equation 2-7.
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𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑤 + 𝑐𝐹

(Eq. 2-7)

where:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 is the rotary power required by the implement, kW (hp);
a, b, and c are machine specific parameters;
w is the implement working width, m(ft);
F is the material feed rate, t/h (ton/h) wet basis;
For corn harvesting combine, according to E497.7 Table 2, a is 35 kW (46.9 hp),
b is zero, c is 1.6 kWh/t (2.0 hph/ton)
Knowing the parameters from above, assuming the material feed rate is the product of
machine ground speed, machine width and field yield, and the conversion is shown in
equation 2-8 and the converted equation in equation 2-9.
𝑡𝑜𝑛
1𝑘𝑚
𝑡𝑜𝑛
𝑘𝑚
]=
∗ 𝜎 [ 2 ] 𝑤[𝑚]𝑣[ ]
ℎ
1000𝑚
𝑘𝑚
ℎ

(Eq. 2-8)

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑐 ∗ 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝑤 ∗ 𝑣𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑

(Eq. 2-9)

𝐹[

where:
Where 𝜎𝐴𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑒 is the yield of the crop, in the unit of 𝑡𝑜𝑛/𝑘𝑚2
𝑤 is the width of the implement header, in m
𝑣𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 is the combine ground speed, in km/h
Based on the equation above, it is assumed that the rotary power of a combine harvesting
corn is linearly proportional to the ground speed with an offset of 35kW for no-load power
requirement. There is no data provided for power requirement on soybean harvesting from
the ASABE E497.7 Machinery Management Data.
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2.5 Results and Discussion
CAN message data corresponding to engine torque, engine speed, fuel rate, engine
percent load, engine nominal friction, Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) latitude and
longitude, and navigation-based vehicle speed were used in the analysis as they were
considered to have substantial correlation with the combine power states. To compute the
actual engine power output, the nominal friction percent torque (NFPT) from SPN 514 was
used to subtract from the actual engine percent torque (AEPT) from SPN 513 and SPN
4154, in addition to the SPN 544 Engine Reference Torque (ERT) and SPN 190 Engine
Speed (ES), as shown in the equation 2-10.

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = ((𝐴𝐸𝑃𝑇 − 𝑁𝐹𝑃𝑇) ∗ 𝐸𝑅𝑇 ∗ 𝐸𝑆) ∗

2𝜋
60000

(Eq. 2-10)

where:
AEPT is the sum of percent torque from SPN513 and SPN 4154
NFPT is the percent torque from SPN 514
ERT is the reference torque in Nm from SPN 544
ES is the engine speed in RPM from SPN 190
SPN 2978 Estimated Engine Parasitic Losses – Percent Torque from PGN 65247
EEC3 was found to have a constant value of 0, indicating there are no parasitic losses
expected from the engine controller calculation.
Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-15 show the two distributions of the combine engine gross
power and engine fuel consumption from harvesting soybean and corn, respectively. The
engine fuel consumption was obtained from CAN reported fuel rate SPN 183, which was
shown to be within 5% errors (Marx, 2015).
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Figure 2-13 Histogram of engine gross power and engine fuel consumption for soybean harvesting. There
are three major modes can be seen in the distribution of the power and fuel rate.

Figure 2-14 Histogram of engine gross power and fuel consumption for corn harvesting. The overall power
shifted leftward, indicating it is less power demanding for corn harvesting.
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By visually inspecting the histograms, it can be seen that there are three major
modes in the distribution approaching bell curve shapes. They can be referred to as LS1,
LS2 and LS3 for load states one, two and three, respectively. LS1 is the load state located
at the low power and low fuel rate zone, which corresponds to the idle state of the combine.
LS2 is the medium power and medium fuel rate load state; it is the condition when the
combine is transporting between the fields or making a headland turns. LS3 is the working
state with high power and high fuel rate when the combine is harvesting crops. The main
distinction between the corn and soybean harvesting power usage is that the soybean
harvesting’s LS3 shows an overall higher power usage and fuel rate than corn harvesting’s
LS3. The division between LS1, LS2 and LS3, however, is not the same despite being from
the same combine, due to the power and fuel rate variability of fields, crops, soils, terrain
slope, crop density etc.
A linear regression model was used to find the relationship between the gross
engine power and engine fuel consumption. As shown in figure 2-15, the density plot
shows the majority data points are distributed along a line. The two variables showed a
99.09% score which indicated a strong linear relationship between the two parameters. This
indicates the engine has a uniform efficiency in converting the fuel’s chemical energy into
engine power. The scaler value of the linear model can be translated into specific fuel
consumption of 4.1245 kWh/L (20.95 HPh/lb). Because the engine power is not directly
observed from CAN Bus data, but instead calculated using the engine percent torque,
engine speed and engine reference torque, the linear relationship indicates the engine fuel
consumption is a good reference of engine power.
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Figure 2-15 Density plot of engine power and fuel consumption for soy harvest, with a best fit line
achieving 99.09% 𝑅2 score. The data points are more concentrated at the high power high fuel rate region.

Figure 2-16 Density plot of engine power and fuel consumption for corn harvest, with a best fit line
achieving 98.15 % 𝑅2 score. The data points are more concentrated at the medium power medium fuel rate
region.
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Linear regression models were used to find the relationship between the gross
engine power and engine fuel consumption. As shown in Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16, the
density plot shows the engine power-engine fuel rate data are distributed along a line. The
two variables showed a 99.09% 𝑅 2 score which indicated a strong linear relationship
between the two parameters. This indicates the engine has a relative uniform efficiency in
converting the fuel’s chemical energy into engine power. It can be seen that the engine
power went above the best-fit-line at medium power state and went beneath the line at low
and high power states, indicating the engine is more efficient at medium power state than
at low and high power states. The scaler value of the linear model directly translates into
specific energy of 4.1245 kWh/L (20.95 HPh/gal) and 4.6755 kWh/L (23.70 HPh/gal), for
soybean and corn harvests, respectively. Note that the specific energies were calculated
using CAN reported value and were computed as part of the regression analysis, these
values likely did not correspond to real world values. Because the engine power is not
directly observed from CAN Bus data, but instead calculated using the engine percent
torque, engine speed and engine reference torque, the linear relationship indicates the
engine fuel consumption is a good reference for engine power.
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Figure 2-17 Density plot of the engine torque and engine speed of soy harvesting, the majority of data
located above 2000 RPM, right hand side of the graph.

Cluster analysis was done to explore the relationship of the machine loading states.
The majority of engine speeds are located above 1900 RPM, as shown in Figure 2-17. On
average across the 12 fields from this study, 87.6% of the time the combine is set to operate
at high RPM for the majority of the field. The first partition was done by using 100 RPM
as the cutoff point, such that any machine state with engine RPM below the threshold will
be regarded as S1 idle state. This is a reasonable assumption because running at high RPM
is essential to achieve maximum power from the engine and utilize the full functionality of
the combine.
After separating the idle state from the distribution, the relationship between the
engine percent load and the engine gross power was investigated. As shown in the density
plot in Figure 2-17, the data points are located along a line and the linear regression model
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fitted the data with an R2 score of 98.6%, showing that the linear model explained the data
points very well. Note that the x-intercept of the linear regression is at 18% of engine
percent load, hinting that the engine percent load might have included some fixed torque
losses. This linear relationship shows the engine percent load can be another indicator to
reference engine gross power if the offset is known.

Figure 2-18 Density plot of the engine percent load and engine gross power

Because establishing a hard cutoff point for separating S2 and S3 has shown to be
difficult because S2 and S3 working states overlap with the case of harvesting, which is
especially prominent for corn harvesting, as shown in Figure 2-13 and Figure 2-14, a
different approach was used. A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) was used to partition the
data set. GMM is a type of unsupervised learning that uses assumption of the underlying
clusters that follow a normal distribution. It clusters the data points by measuring how well
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the data points fall into the corresponding clusters, and “learns” its cluster parameters
through iterations. GMM suffers from the curse of dimensionality; despite the fact that
there being many parameters available, feeding too many parameters into the model has a
detrimental effect and the outcomes can be poor.

Figure 2-19 The GPS way points were plotted with the engine power, the parallel passes draw higher power
at around 300kW, whereas headland turns draw around 130kW.

Feature selection is the step of choosing the parameters or features to be included
in the analysis. Figure 2-19 shows the engine power distribution with the GPS data points,
it can be seen that parallel passes corresponded to high power mode, which was also the
LS3 working state. In addition to the engine power and engine fuel rate, vehicle speed was
another parameter can be used for cluster analysis because combine stayed at a slower
speed during harvest. Figure 2-20 showed the vehicle speed distribution with the GPS data
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points. The combine stayed at a constant slow speed during parallel passes, and went fast
when it was not harvesting. In this study, only three parameters were chosen, which were
the engine gross power, engine fuel rate, and the vehicle speed.

Figure 2-20 The vehicle speed plotted with GPS way points, vehicle speed remain low and constant during
parallel passes.

GMM cluster analysis produces clusters with clusters’ mean and covariance, and
assigns membership to each data point using probabilities. This allows soft membership as
each data point can have probability to all the clusters. For data separation in a two-cluster
analysis, a membership probability above 50% to a cluster will consider the data point to
be classified into that cluster. The separation results are shown in Figure 2-21 and Figure
2-22; the histogram of overall engine fuel consumption shows a clear distribution of three
Gaussian modes, which can be referred to as the three machine modes during harvest
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operation. The engine power and engine fuel rate of soybean harvesting shows clear
divisions between the three working states while the corn harvesting has quite some overlap
between the LS2 transport state and LS3 working state. The assumption of GMM helped
the separation of the different modes by allowing the soft separation between the modes
that intersect with each other.

Figure 2-21 The engine power and engine fuel rate during soybean harvest can be partitioned into three
modes.
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Figure 2-22 The engine power and engine fuel rate during corn harvesting can be partitioned into three
modes.

To verify the partition result from GMM cluster analysis, the corresponding GPS
longitude and latitude of the machine operation were plotted with the corresponding
partition, as shown in Figure 2-23. The GPS map shows a clear separation of the parallel
passes and headland turn, demonstrating the GMM separation is successful.
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Figure 2-23 The resulting GPS map after applying the clustering analysis, it can be shown that the analysis
separated the headland turn and the parallel passes pretty well.

Harvest Operation Net Engine Power

Engine Power (kW)
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100
50
0
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Transport

Working

Figure 2-24 The power usage of the 3 power modes from the harvest operation. There are significant
different power draws between corn and soy.
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After applying the clustering analysis using GMMs, the engine gross power is
partitioned into three modes and the average of each mode is calculated. The power usage
of each field is then plotted on a bar chart, as shown in Figure 2-24. It becomes apparent
that the power consumption of working states shows consistency among the first six fields
and the latter six fields respectively, indicating harvesting soybean (field 1 through field 6)
requires much more power than harvesting corn (field 7 through field 12). On average, the
power consumption for harvesting soybean is 259.2 kW (347.6 HP) and for harvesting corn
is 176.32 kW (236.45HP). The explanation on the discrepancy between the soybean and
corn harvesting is that the combine was power-limited as the combine was running at the
maximum power. The power-limited mode can be seen in Figure 2-13, whereas a spike
was observed at the higher engine fuel rate, embedded in the LS3 working state fuel rate
distribution; as the engine was running at the end-speed governor. On the other hand, the
corn harvesting is not power-limited, or rather, it is machine limited. Typically, corn yields
more bushels per acre than soybean with around 220 bu/ac versus 60 bu/ac respectively.
During corn harvest, the combine was limited by the cleaning area on the sieves, and often
the combine needed to slow down to keep up with its threshing capacity. In addition, there
is little amount of crop material for corn other than ears which feed through the combine,
and most of the leaves and stalks are expelled onto the ground though the header. This
results in a lesser amount of biomass moving through the combine, and resulting in a lower
power requirement for harvesting corn. On the other hand, when harvesting soybeans, the
whole plant is cut off near the ground and fed though the combine. This generates an overall
greater amount of moving biomass, and the chopper also runs at double the speed compared
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to harvesting corn, such that there is more power loss due to friction and drag, resulting in
greater power requirement for harvesting soybeans.

Harvest Power vs. Ground Speed
Harvest Engine Power (kW)
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Corn - E497.7 Predicted

Figure 2-25 The harvest powers are plotted against ground speed, alongside with the ASABE E497.7
predicted rotary power.

The harvesting power usage of the 12 fields were plotted against the ground speed of the
combine during field operation, as shown in Figure 2-25. It can be seen that the ground
speeds were between 5 to 10 km/h for harvesting corn, much higher than for harvesting
soy, which were around 4 to 5 km/h. The reason for the slower ground speed is likely due
to the power limiting factor. For comparison, the gross engine power consumption for corn
harvesting was compared with the prediction using ASABE E497.7 Machinery
Management Data. The actual power requirement for corn harvesting is insensitive to the
ground speed as it stayed flat in the graph. This shows that the combine is likely to be
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optimized to run at a fixed power state and possibly adjusting the vehicle speed as it is
harvesting to accommodate the variability of yield across the fields.

2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, the mechanism of CAN Bus communication and SAE J1939 were explained
in detail, as well as the methodology for data acquisition using the J1939 CAN bus. Despite
the engine power was not directly available from the CAN Bus, net engine powers were
calculated using CAN reported engine percent torque and engine speed. However, despite
research showed that CAN reported engine speed was accurate, the CAN reported engine
torque was found to be statistically difference from measured engine torqued (Rohrer et
al., 2018). Thus, the CAN calculated engine power can be different from actual engine
power. On the other hand, research has shown the CAN reported fuel rates were statistically
no difference from the actual fuel rate (Marx et al., 2015). Despite the potential discrepancy
of the CAN reported values, the CAN Bus data still showed values in logistical and research
studies. The combine case study showed that machine powers during operation can be
categorized into three machine load states, namely, idle, transport, and working states.
Unsupervised learning was used to cluster the data into the three load states. The analysis
method with the case study of the combine harvest operation demonstrated the versatility
of the CAN Bus data. The methodology allows researchers and machine owners to better
understand the machine performance. However, there is limitation on data analysis using
pure CAN Bus data and a different approach is needed. In the next chapter, the shortcoming
of such method will be discussed and the sensor interfacing device called SCANGate will
be developed as a solution to the problem.
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Chapter 3 : Design and Development Considerations of Tractor
Instrumentation System: SCAN Gateway
3.1 Introduction
SAE J1939 CAN Bus data provides a convenient way for data acquisition and machine
operation analysis. However, there are limitations to relying on J1939 information. Rohrer
et al. (2016) pointed out the inaccuracies of the engine torque in their study. When reading
the SAE J1939/71 Vehicle Application Layer, many parameters were described as
calculated or estimated using other machine information. The reason might be that the
information in question might not be critical enough for vehicle operation to require a
specialized sensor to measure the actual value, or maybe the relative values or the
correlation of the value with respect to the other reference values was good enough.
In addition to the CAN Bus data acquisition, the ability of interfacing external sensors for
better machine operation analysis is crucial. Thus, it is important to develop a method and
a device to read analog and digital sensors’ values, as well as store the data either on board
or to the cloud storage. In this study, the SCANGate which was previously designed and
built by Gabe Stoll (2016), was updated with new connectors and interfaces, as well as
expanded to allow connectivity with up to 16 analog channels. The SCANGate does not
store the sensor data onboard, but instead, it packs and writes the sensor data on to the ISO
11783 Implement Bus or ISOBUS. The advantage of writing custom instrumentation data
into the CAN bus is that it will automatically synchronize with the SAE J1939 and ISO
11783 parameters, thus saving post processing time and eliminates the need for an extra
data logger since a single dual channel CAN Bus data logger will suffice.
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3.2 Background and related work
3.2.1 Tractor Instrumentation
Researchers have been working on adding additional sensors and data acquisition devices
(DAQ) to measure the tractor’s load states and to collect performance data, the developed
system also performs signal processing onboard for signal filtering. (Malcolm et al., 1985;
McLaughlin et al., 1993; Roeber et al., 2016; Roeber et al., 2017a; Roeber et al., 2017b
Malcolm et al. (1985) developed a computer-based data acquisition system with
customized sensors and transducers to measure the ground speed, wheel slip, draft force
and engine power. It was capable of reporting the tractor’s drawbar performance. However,
the design required a fifth wheel in contact with the ground to measure the wheel slip,
which restricted the system from conducting experiments on any surface other than flat
concrete surfaces.
McLaughlin et al. (1993) developed a general-purpose instrumentation and data
logging system that measured the tractor engine’s states, ground speed, axle torque and
forces in the three-point hitch. The logger consisted of a microcomputer that allowed onboard signal processing and logging, as well as a real-time graphic display. Factory
installed transducers were employed where possible. Additional sensors were installed to
measure the tractor’s engine speed and torque. The researchers utilized the built-in
transducers from the tractor, and incorporated with their system with it. It had the benefits
of minimal amount of electronics and small size. However, as it relied on the built-in
transducers, the developed system is difficult to transfer onto other tractors.
Roeber et al. (2016; 2017a; 2017b) developed three separate tractor instrumentation
and data acquisition systems for the collection of hydraulic, drawbar and PTO
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measurement, respectively. They were standalone systems that used a minimal number of
sensors and transducers to measure the power modes separately. Roeber et al. (2017a)
developed a drawbar measurement by instrumenting a drawbar with strain-gauges. In this
case, a rosette arrangement strain-gauge allowed measurements of the axial load and
compensated for temperature but neglected bending force. The strain-gauge was calibrated
using NTTL’s gold standard load cell. The PTO measurement system consisted of a slip
ring PTO torque sensor, which had a coupler to adapt with the PTO shaft. The torque sensor
generated an analog voltage signal with respect to the amount of torque measured at the
torque sensor. A National Instruments DAQ was used to read and process the data (Roeber
2017b). Roeber (2016) conducted investigation of hydraulic instrumentation using turbine
flowmeter with different degree of bends at the upstream and downstream of the turbine
flowmeter. The study found that the bends has negligible to the flow reading despite the
manufacturer’s requirement of straight section of ten times and five times of the pipe
diameter at upstream and downstream of the flowmeter, respectively. The system was
calibrated and validated with NTTL’s dynamometer. These three systems were minimal
with few sensors and consisted of simple connections that were easy to transfer onto
different tractors.
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, CAN Bus provides useful data for machine
performance analysis, and one of the goals of this study was to incorporate the CAN Bus
data collection into the data logging system. Utilizing CAN Bus data also allows
researchers to save cost and reduce the development time of physically instrumenting the
machine. However, despite large quantity of machine information being publicly available
on CAN Bus, CAN reported data either lacks some critical parameters for machinery
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performance analysis, or those data are transmitted in proprietary format by the
manufacturers. Thus, instrumentation of the machine using sensors must be done for
comprehensive machinery performance studies.
Several studies collected CAN Bus data in addition to custom instrumentation
sensor data. Burgun et al. (2013) and Lacour et al. (2014) investigated tractor’s operation
performance efficiency for plowing by using CAN reported data as well as sensor data
from instrumenting the wheels, PTO and hydraulics. Two separate data acquisition systems
were used to collect the CAN Bus data and the sensor data. The CAN reported data and
sensor readings were synchronized using superposition of variables in post-processing.
Alternatively, there are existing data acquisition systems that can record data from both
CAN Bus and sensors simultaneously and synchronize the CAN data and sensors’ data in
real time (Rohrer et al. 2018; Hanigan, 2018). Using a data acquisition system with real
time data synchronization eases the difficulty in post-processing and brings convenience
to the researchers. However, those data acquisition systems are usually costly, not suitable
for ruggedized field conditions, and not scalable. Also, it is desired to collect CAN Bus
data in raw format, which allows researchers to revisit the data if a different study is being
conducted with different interest needing different aspects of the CAN reported data.
Stoll (2018) developed a ruggedized data acquisition system called Sensor CAN
Gateway (SCANGate), which incorporated both the CAN Bus data and sensors data
collection. SCANGate was capable of reading up to 8 analog signals from sensors and
packing them into CAN message via ISOBUS. A separate CAN data logger (Model No:
Memorator Pro x2 HS, Kvaser AB, Mölndal, Sweden) was installed at the SAE J1939/21
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9-pin diagnostic connector in the cab. The CAN data logger collected both tractor bus and
implement bus data with the sensor data synchronized in the ISOBUS.

3.3 Objectives
The primary goal of this study is to develop an upgraded version of SCANGate with
enhanced capability to adapt to the increasing number of sensors needed for collecting data
from a Tractor Instrumentation System (TIS) in mixed-mode power states. Specific
objectives are to:
1. Determine the data acquisition and data logging requirements of the TIS
2. Develop and upgrade the SCANGate with ruggedized design for collecting
drawbar, PTO, and hydraulic sensor data in field conditions.
3. Validate the functionality of the SCANGate by installing the system on a tractor
for collecting data in laboratory and field conditions.

3.4 Materials and Methods
3.4.1 Channel List
To develop the new data acquisition system, it was required to evaluate the requirements
for the number and type of channels needed for the new SCANGate. TIS was designed to
instrument the three tractor power modes simultaneously for the tractor mixed-mode
testing. Assuming a modern tractor typical for row crop agricultural operations, it is
common to see such tractors containing up to five selective control valves (SCVs) for
hydraulics power, a rear PTO output, a 3-point hitch for lifting and towing implements, or
drawbar for towing implements. Note both 3-point hitch and drawbar serve the same
purpose of towing the implement, so only one of them will be used at a time. Roeber (2016)
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and Stoll (2018) instrumented tractor hydraulic systems and demonstrated that at least two
pressure transducers and one flowmeter were needed to characterize hydraulic power per
SCV. Assuming each transducer produces an analog signal output, at least 15 analog
channels were needed for a full hydraulic instrumentation system. Roeber (2016) and
Donesky (2021) developed a PTO torque measuring transducers which required one analog
signal channel for torque measurement. Donesky (2021) developed draft force
instrumentation using biaxial load pins, three for a 3-point hitch and one for the drawbar.
The biaxial load pins have two axis and bidirectional load sensing capability, given one
analog signal per direction per axis, which requiring four analog signal channels per load
pin, resulting in at most 12 analog channels needed for draft force sensing. Considering all
measurements, as shown in Table 3-1, 28 analog channels are required. No digital channel
was required in this study as all the planned sensors and transducers are transmitting analog
signal. The new SCANGate should have the capability to meet the requirements above,
though most of the agricultural operations usually do not use all the tractor functionalities.
Table 3-1 The list of sensor and the I/O requirement

3.4.2 CAN Bus Interface Device and Data logger
CG150-2 USB/CAN gateway interface communicator (Danfoss North America,
Ames, Iowa) is the device that can interface CAN bus to computer using a USB port; it is
also the device that is used to interface with and program Danfoss PLUS+1
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microcontrollers. Kvaser Memorator Pro x2 HS (Kvaser AB, Mölndal, Sweden) was also
used to interface with CAN Bus and was capable of logging CAN data to an on-board SD
card. Both CG150-2 and Pro x2 HS were capable of reading CAN data in real time.
3.4.3 Message Frequency
As per CAN specification (ISO 11898, 2017), the actual CAN message is usually
transmitted with bit stuffing. Bit stuffing is a method of adding extra bits during
transmission to ensure signal integrity. With an estimated average message size of 135 bits
per message, using a baud rate of 250kbit/s on ISOBUS results in a 4𝜇s/bit bit time (the
time to transmit a bit) and therefore an average message time is 540𝜇s per message and an
average maximum allowable rate of 1851 messages per second (ISO 11898, 2017; Voss,
2018; Walter & Walter, 2016).
Despite the high baud rates and the availability of plenty of room for extra messages
on ISOBUS, Kvaser (2019) suggested the CAN Bus is typically designed to operate below
50% bus load, whereas Deere (2018) pointed out that CAN Bus running above 45% bus
load has increased potential for communication errors to occur. When designing CAN bus
systems or adding CAN nodes to an existing network, the impact of the additional CAN
messages on the robustness of the network must be evaluated to avoid CAN system failure.
3.4.4 The original SCANGate and Data Acquisition System Selection
Stoll (2018) developed SCANGate to simultaneously collect external sensor data
and machine CAN bus data and conducted a study on tractor hydraulic field operation
performance with the device. The original SCANGate connected to the ISOBUS via the
Implement Bus Breakaway Connector (IBBC) located at the back of tractor with a 6-footlong Implement Bus Implement Connector (IBIC), as shown in Figure 3-1. To ensure that
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the implement still can interface with the tractor, another IBBC was installed on
SCANGate. This method daisy-chained the ISOBUS with SCANGate sitting in the middle.

Figure 3-1 The original SCANGate with a PLUS1 MC024-110; it connects to ISOBUS via IBIC and uses
screw terminal blocks to connect sensors (Stoll, 2018).

While this method proved work well, there are two potential improvements that can
be done. First, the original SCANGate used poor wiring connections and was not weather
tight, which posed concerns for field use in agricultural environment. Second, the usage of
IBBC requires the implement to connect to ISOBUS via SCANGate, while this method
worked out in the previous study, it was suggested to avoid that due to the concern of
unforeseen negative impacts to the attached implement if SCANGate failed. Thus, in this
section, several improvements to SCANGate were proposed to address the concerns
mentioned above.
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A preliminary search for a different data acquisition systems was conducted to look
for improvement and expandability. A channel list of Troyer (2017) developed a CAN
enabled device using a microcontroller which supports different CAN baud rate of
250kbit/s, 500kbit/ and 1 Mbit/s and up to 40 analog channels on one device. He used
multiples of such CAN devices and formed a CAN network for an autonomous agricultural
vehicle robot. Wang and Zhou (2020) developed an engine monitoring system that
interfaces with the SAE J1939 CAN Bus and a computer to monitor the traffic coming
through inside CAN Bus and picked up the selected PGNs to report the engine parameters
to the connected computer. It especially addressed the multi-package message problem and
achieved bi-directional communication between ECUs and an external computer using
simple electronics. A custom designed data acquisition system using a CAN enabled
microcontroller can be a cost-effective method and can also provide flexibility to the
amount of input/output (I/O) and can be configurable. However, a field-ready data
acquisition system must be ruggedized and weatherproof to operate in demanding
agricultural environments. It also needs a longer development time to realize a custom data
acquisition solution.
To ensure the quality and integrity of the data acquisition system, an off-the-shelf
product was preferable for this study. DEWESoft’s Krypton-CPU (DEWESoft, White
House, Ohio) provided a ruggedized design with IP67 protection, an on-board Solid State
Drive (SSD) and powerful on-board processor. It was capable of interfacing with multiple
CAN Bus systems with SAE J1939 supported and also multiple analog channels. However,
the biggest issue was that for different I/O and additional number of channels, a separate
device needed to be purchased. Despite being scalable and expandable, it quickly becomes
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too expensive, not to mention the amount of physical space it would require to provide the
necessary I/O for a tractor instrumentation system. It was deemed not feasible for this
study.
3.4.5 Danfoss PLUS+1 Controller
To interface and read signals from sensors, the original SCANGate used a PLUS+1
MC024-011 microcontroller (Danfoss North America, Ames, Iowa) as its data acquisition
device. It provides a ruggedized design with IP 67 protection as well as vibration and shock
resistance. It was capable of transmitting and receiving CAN data, as well as interfacing
with sensors via digital or analog channels. Table 3-2 shows the amount of I/O supported
by the MC024-110 microcontroller.
Table 3-2 The number of channels of I/O supported by MC024-110

Stoll (2018) also suggested using the I/O expansion module (PLUS IOX012-110,
Danfoss North America, Ames, Iowa) to increase the number of analog channels by four.
This expansion method was attempted in this study; but it was found out that the expansion
module was relying on CAN communication with the microcontroller acting as the host to
send information such as the module status and analog port readings. It quickly bloated the
CAN Bus traffic from 16% to 44% bus load. Although the transmission rate of such
messages can be adjusted and reduced, for the number of CAN messages added versus the
number of analog inputs added, the trade-off was deemed undesired, and a different
approach was needed. To address the bus load issue and to increase the number of available
analog channels, using multiple MC024-110 microcontrollers was found to be a viable
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solution. It allowed up to 8 analog channels per device, and they can also work
independently from each other. Should one device fail, the remaining devices can still work
normally thus increasing the modularity of the system. This arrangement also provided
expandability and scalability needed for the data acquisition system.

3.5 Results and Discussions
3.5.1 Weatherproof Enclosure
To provide a weatherproof design, a weatherproof electronic enclosure (NBF32022, Bud Industries, Willoughby, Ohio) with IP 66 protection and 12.82" x 8.88" x 5.32"
internal space was chosen to be the enclosure for SCANGate. The internal dimensions
provided ample space for the system and allowed additional components to be installed in
the future, such as voltage convertor for stepping voltage, or additional signal processing
unit to interface different type of sensors. For each enclosure, there are two PLUS1
MC024-110 microcontrollers installed with the CAN bus, power and ground connected in
a daisy chain configuration. Each of the microcontrollers provided 8 analog channels and
one SCANGate box provided 16 analog channels. For expandability, multiple SCANGates
can be connected together using CAN bus wires.
A Deutsche 4-pin connector (DT04-4P-L012, TE Connectivity, Schaffhausen,
Switzerland) was chosen as the connector for the SCANGate to make connections to the
sensors and also to CAN Bus. The Deutsche DT series connector is the typical connector
used in automotive and heavy duty vehicles to connect CAN Bus related components. It
provided a ruggedized and weatherproof connection which is an important requirement for
this study. As shown in Figure 3-2, the finalized SCANGate contains 16 analog channels
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routed through 10 Deutsche DT connectors. It has two CAN connectors to allow daisychaining of multiple SCANGate or other CAN Bus devices together.

Figure 3-2 (left) the internal layout of SCANGate; (right) the external look of SCANGate, it contains two
CAN ports to allow daisy-chaining for expandability, also 10 Deutsche connectors for 16 analog channels.

3.5.2 CAN Bus Connection
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are two CAN Bus networks on a tractor that serve
as the communication network for the on-board ECUs. The tractor bus follows the
specification of SAE J1939 and is mainly used for tractor operation communication, such
as engine controller, transmission controller, signal light and air conditioning modules that
communicate on this bus. On the other hand, the implement bus or ISOBUS follows the
specification of ISO 11783 and serves as the bus for the tractor to communicate with
various ISOBUS devices, such as the implements, virtual terminals, and third-party GPS
systems. In the study by Stoll (2018), the tractor bus and implement bus were found to be
running at 45% and 14% bus load typically; this showed that the tractor bus was running
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near full load whereas the implement bus still had room for extra messages. Thus, in this
study, the ISOBUS was chosen as the bus for publishing CAN messages containing sensor
data.
There are at least two locations on the tractor that allow connectivity to an external
devices, namely, the J1939/21 9-pin diagnostic connector located in-cab and the Implement
Bus Breakaway Connector (IBBC) located at the rear of the tractor. Because the three
major power outputs from the tractor (the PTO, the hydraulic system and the drawbar) and
are located at the rear of the tractor, a connection to the IBBC was used to interface the
SCANGate with ISOBUS. To avoid having the implement need to connect to ISOBUS via
SCANGate, a Deutsche DT04 4-pin connector was connected to the X1J3 connector
located on IBBC, as shown in Figure 3-3. To route the power and CAN signal to
SCANGate, a Y-harness was made to splice the 4 wires (the CAN twisted pair, power and
ground wires) allowing an implement connection.
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Figure 3-3 SCANGate was connected to X1K3 connector which contains TBC power and return, CAN
high and low to implement bus.

While the power coming from the X1J3 4-pin Deutsche connector was able to
power one SCANGate with two MC024-110 microcontrollers, it was unable to power two
SCANGates simultaneously. It was later found that the 4-pin Deutsche connector contains
Terminal Bias Circuit (TBC) power and TBC ground instead of ECU power and ECU
ground. The design was later changed into using ECU power and ground from the IBRC.
The TBC power and ground were designed as a method to detect if there is external
CAN Bus connected to the system, such as the one from the implement, and provides a
terminal resistor if no external CAN bus was found. TBC power and ground can only
supply current up to 1 Amp and were not the ideal power source, as the TBC power shut
off when it experienced high current draw
3.5.3 Danfoss GUIDE Software
Danfoss provides a proprietary graphical programming software called GUIDE
(Graphical User Integrated Development Environment) (Danfoss North America, Ames,
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Iowa) which is required to program the PLUS1 series microcontrollers. Two primary
functions were needed to program the microcontroller for data acquisition. First is to read
the analog channel from the sensors, and second is to pack the sensor values into a CAN
frame and send via ISOBUS. As shown in Figure 3-4, the program reads the analog in
values from pin 6 to pin 8, because the PLUS1 on-board Analog-to-Digital Convertor
(ADC) has 15-bit resolution and outputs the analog reading in the range of 0 to 32767 ADC
counts, which contain two bytes of data. The program splits the ADC counts into the MSB
and LSB; in accordance with Little Endian Format, the CAN data is packed with the LSB
first and the MSB last. With 8 data bytes available in each CAN message, a message is
capable of transmitting 4 analog values. A total of 4 CAN messages are transmitted for one
SCANGate to include all 16 channels.

Figure 3-4 The GUIDE program read analog channels and pack them into CAN message.

To accommodate the increasing number of CAN messages which are required to
transmit data with the increasing number of analog channels, 4 unique CAN messages were
needed for this study. Stoll (2018) conducted a study on the available CAN ID and found
that the source address of 0xF8 (248) was available and used priority of 0b100 (4) and
PGNs of 0xFE22, 0xFE24 and 0xF008 for the three CAN messages transmitted in the
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study. To increase the number of CAN messages and also to ensure the selected CAN IDs
did not conflict with the existing CAN messages on the ISOBUS, a preliminary test was
conducted by collecting the CAN data from the ISOBUS check for the existing CAN IDs
in the CAN Bus. At the same time, a cross-check with SAE J1939/71 and ISO-11783
existing PGNs were also done to eliminate potential issues with conflicting CAN IDs. To
avoid conflicting with proprietary IDs, the public IDs was used. J1939 specifies the PGN
range from 61440 (0xF000) to 65279 (0xFEFF) to be used by standard message. Eight
CAN IDs were found to be unused by the tractor and by the standards and were used in the
resulting SCANGate CAN IDs, which are 0xFE21, 0xFE22, 0xFE23, 0xFE24, 0xFE25,
0xFE26, 0xFE27, and 0xFE28 (which are PGN of 65057, 65058, 65059, 65060, 65061,
65062, 65063, 65064). Extra precautions should be taken when assigning CAN IDs to
avoid conflicting with existing CAN IDs, which can be detrimental to the stability of the
CAN Bus. Because proprietary messages are unknown, the CAN IDs should be selected
from the range of PGNs reserved for J1939 or ISO 11783 standards that are not in use.
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Figure 3-5 The CAN transmission configuration block

As shown in Figure 3-5, the GUIDE program also allowed configuration of the
CAN transmission. The SCANGate CAN messages were set to use 4 Hz repetition rate and
the overrun mode was set, so if the message was blocked due to the CAN Bus congestion
and a new sensor value is available, the new value will overwrite the old value and the old
value will be discarded. Although this setting will likely induce data lost due to skipped
messages, this is set to avoid filling up the CAN buffer from the microcontroller.
According to the Nyquist Frequency Theorem, the sampling frequency of a signal
must be a least double the highest frequency in the signal. Thus, a 4 Hz repetition rate will
be able to sample any signal with frequency less than 2 Hz from the sensor without
distortion, assuming that the tractor’s characteristic load states are generally below 1 Hz,
the sampling frequency of 4 Hz should be sufficient for characterizing the tractor power
modes.
3.4.5 Data Process Flow

Figure 3-6 The data process flow for SCANGate

When installed on a tractor, SCANGate interfaced with the TIS and read the analog
signals coming from the sensor. It then packed and wrote the sensor data on to ISOBUS as
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CAN messages. On the other hand, a CAN Bus data logger, which is a Kvaser Memorator
Pro 2x HS (Kvaser AB, Mölndal, Sweden) used in this study, monitored and recorded all
CAN data from both tractor bus and implement bus. This was the data process flow during
data collection and tractor operation. No real-time processing occured at this stage.
A service tool application was built using the Danfoss Service Tool (Danfoss North
America, Ames, Iowa) which allowed real-time monitoring using a computer connected to
the implement bus. This allowed evaluation and testing during development and also
ensured the system was working correctly during deployment. The system could work in a
stand-alone mode without the external computer or human intervention.
After the data collection, the raw CAN data were post-processed to extract the
information and the sensor data. The same MATLAB function used in Chapter 2 was
updated to include the additional PGNs for the custom CAN messages, so the standard
parameters from J1939 and ISO 11783 could be extracted at the same time as the custom
messages. As shown in Figure 3-7, since the Memorator stored CAN data in its proprietary
compressed format, and additional steps were needed to utilize the data. First, the Kvaser
Memorator Config Tool is used, the compressed data was extracted from the CAN frame
in a comma-separated-value (.csv) format. Second, extraction and synchronization of the
correct PGN data was extracted and synchronized to the data of interest is accomplished
with MATLAB functions; the MATLAB function then stored the resulting data in binary
format for ease of use. The resulting data then was used for data analysis to understand the
machine performance. Three major MATLAB functions were developed for this study, the
first one read the csv file, and convert the data into MATLAB binary format, it filtered the
selected PGNs and converted the SPNs into engineering units. The second function
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synchronized the various SPNs into uniform common time stamps. The third function
analyzed the parameters using various methods, such as linear regression, correlation
analysis, and clustering analysis.

Figure 3-7 Data process flow for extracting the data

3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, version 2 of the SCANGate was designed and fabricated to accommodate
the requirements of TIS. The ability of interfacing analog sensors and the CAN Bus data
simultaneously was beneficial for several reasons. First, it utilized the standard CAN bus
data from J1939 and ISO 11783, saving cost and development time from installing
additional sensors to measure the parameters that can be obtained from the bus. Second,
the simultaneous data recording saved the development for post-processing methods for
synchronizing data from different systems. Despite the availability of multiple off-the-shelf
data acquisition systems that offer simultaneous CAN Bus data collection with custom
sensor data, the SCANGate developed in this work offered expandability, scalability, small
form factor, and high degree of customizability. It also provided a cost-effective solution
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compared to other existing products on the market, making the second SCANGaten ideal
device for large scale data collection with multiple equipment sets.
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Chapter 4 : Tractor Hydraulic Power Instrumentation Design
and Validation
4.1 Introduction
The agricultural tractor is one of the most important machines in agricultural
production as it provides different forms of power to implements to carry out a variety of
tasks in the field. Nowadays, tractors mainly supply three types of power to the attached
implements, namely, power take-off (PTO) to provide rotary power, hydraulics power to
provide fluid power, and drawbar power or three-point hitch to provide draft force to pull
the implement (Stoss et al., 2013). The agriculture sector is one of the largest consumers
of hydraulic power. Love (2012) assessed the US market and found that agriculture covers
21.2% of total sales for hydraulics power equipment, and agriculture and construction
industries in combination collectively account for 69% of the mobile hydraulics industry
in the US. On the other hand, Love (2012) also estimated that typical mobile hydraulic
powered load-sensing systems only have an overall efficiency of 14%, despite that utilizing
hydraulic pumps that can be as efficient as 90%; the majority of the energy losses were
from valve losses, the cooling fan, the charge pump, and frictional losses.
The Nebraska Tractor Test Lab (NTTL) is the only tractor testing station in the
United States that conducts tractor testing in accordance with the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) tractor testing Code 2 standard to
verify the manufacturer performance claims. The hydraulic performance testing consists
of two parts. One is the hydraulic lift test to measure the amount of lift force the tractor can
supply at its three-point hitch. The second test is the hydraulic performance test, which
uses an adjustable restrictor valve to control the hydraulic flow with single and multiple
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outlets from the selective control valves (SCVs) to simulate several hydraulic loading
conditions (OECD, 2021). A hydraulic oil cooler is used to maintain the hydraulic oil at 65
°C ± 5 °C. The test measures the hydraulic flow rate and fluid pressure from SCVs and
calculates the hydraulic power with maximum hydraulic flow at a pressure of 90% of the
relief valve setting and at maximum hydraulic power.
Although the code 2 testing procedures allow validation and benchmarking of the
tractors’ rated performance, they can only characterize the individual tractor power modes’
rated performance in controlled testing conditions. Hoy et al. (2015) pointed out that the
standard test procedures do not evaluate the tractor’s actual performance for in-field
operations, due to many dependent variables in the field. Most of the in-field operations
only run at partial loads, such that the current hydraulic testing procedures from OECD are
unable to predict or infer the actual hydraulic performance in the field.
Implement hydraulic power requirement is also another area which has not been
investigated thoroughly in the literature. ASABE EP496.3 Agricultural Machinery
Management standard (2020) and D497.7 Agricultural Machinery Management Data
(2020) provides information and estimation of the agricultural machinery power and
performance under different field operations. It provides calculations methods to calculate
and estimate draft force, rotary power, field efficiencies and cost of use but not hydraulic
power.
Remote control valves or Selective Control Valves (SCVs) are bidirectional valves
controlled by the tractor that can guide and control the direction and the amount of flow of
the hydraulic fluid to the implements. Nowadays, many tractors use closed-center hydraulic
systems with load sensing compensation to efficiently generate hydraulic flow to
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implements with minimal losses. The commonly used axial piston pump on tractors allows
the pump to be operated at a constant pressure but with varying displacement. SCVs offer
operation of multiple hydraulic outputs simultaneously with individual valve spool
positions for various independent hydraulic applications. In addition to SCV, power
beyond is a type of hydraulic port that offers direct connection to the hydraulic pump and
bypasses the SCV; it can used for applications where the SCV either cannot provide
satisfactory control such that the hydraulic application has its own control circuit.
Typically, Power Beyond comes with a load-sense line that provides feedback to the
tractor. However, some applications will take Power Beyond fluid and use valves on the
implement for precise control.
Despite SCVs allowing multiple functions simultaneously, single pump design has
a major disadvantage when two or more functions require different pressure; the pump will
need to operate at the pressure of the highest requirement and must provide flow that is
greater than the sum of the functions. As illustrated in Figure 4-1, assuming a simplified
scenario that a single pump is powering two hydraulic functions, and the pump is working
in partial load that it is capable of supplying the required pressure and flow. Given that the
hydraulic power is the product of flow rate and fluid pressure, the rectangle areas represent
the hydraulic power of the pressure and flow rate settings. The blue rectangle area
represents the amount of power to produce the flow for the function with higher pressure,
and the yellow rectangle area represents the power for the function with lower pressure.
The orange area is the power losses as a result of the pump needing to work at the higher
pressure and providing flow to the sum of both functions; this inefficiency is more
prominent when there are hydraulic applications with different pressure requirements.
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Figure 4-1 Example of single pump dual functions

Stoss et al. (2013) discussed the future trends for tractor hydraulic system
development. To address the issues of power losses due to the pressure difference
requirements. Tractors are being developed with multiple pumps designed to accommodate
different pressure applications. Implements are also being developed with on-board valves
and control logic for better and precise operations.

4.2 Background and Related Work
Roeber (2016) developed a hydraulic test bench to measure the hydraulic pressure
and flow rate from a tractor’s Selective Control Valve (SCV) ports using a pressure
transducers and a turbine flowmeter and investigated the effect of the bend in the hydraulic
hose to the measurement, as the turbine flowmeter’s specification demands a minimum
upstream straight conductor length of 10 times the flowmeter port diameter and a minimum
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downstream straight conductor length of 5 times the flowmeter port diameter (Flo-tech
Activa F6206-AVB-NN, Racine Federated Inc., Racine, Wisconsin; Badger Meter, 2018).
The bends showed little or negligible discrepancies to the flowmeter reading and the
pressure difference was the highest at high engine speed settings. The systems were
calibrated and validated using the NTTL test bench.
Stoll (2018) designed and developed a hydraulic instrumentation system for a tractor using
pressure gauges to measure the pressure at the extend and retract ports, as well as the
pressure drop across an orifice to calculate the flow. The advantage of using an orifice for
measuring flow is its compactness, when contrasted with a turbine flowmeter with
requirements for minimum upstream and downstream straight section lengths. Use of an
orifice was shown to be a feasible solution for tractor in-field flow instrumentation. Stoll
also investigated a methodology to estimate the hydraulic flow across the SCVs using the
valve spool position information from the ISOBUS and demonstrated this method can
accurately predict flow rate if the system is not flow-limited.

4.3 Objectives
1. Design tractor hydraulic instrumentation system using pressure transducers and
orifices
2. Calibrate the orifices for flow rate measurement using pressure drops.
3. Collect tractor’s hydraulic system data using the instrumentation during planting
operation and characterize the tractor hydraulic power usage.
In this chapter, the main goal was to design and develop a method to measure tractor
hydraulic pressure and flow rate, and subsequently use those values to compute the actual
hydraulic power usage. This method can be calibrated under lab conditions to evaluate its
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precision. Custom orifices were designed and fabricated to a target a range of flow and to
compute the flow rate using restrictions in the pipe. Lastly, this system was installed on a
tractor and combined with the SCANGate developed in the previous chapter to allow the
data collection and synchronization with CAN Bus data to evaluate the instrumentation
system and also to determine the in-field hydraulic power usage.

4.4 Material and Methods
4.4.1 Test Tractor and Hydraulic Flow Requirement
In this study, a John Deere’s 7R tractor (7250R, Deere &, Moline, Illinois) and 16row center filled corn planter (1775NT, Deere & Company, Moline, Illinois) were selected
as the instrumentation target, as shown in Figure 4-2. The 7250R tractor is rated at 250
horsepower and the selected model containing a 63-cc hydraulic pump that was capable of
supplying up to 166 L/min (43.9 gpm) of flow in total, and each SCV port was capable of
supplying up to 132 L/min (35 gpm) of flow. It was equipped with 5 SCVs and one Power
Beyond port. A similar 7R tractor (7230R, Deere &, Moline, Illinois) was also used in this
study for orifice calibration and testing in lab conditions.

Figure 4-2 The 7R tractor and the 16-row planter were installed and attached.
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7250R tractor uses SCV flow settings with numerical values from 0.1 to 10.0, which
correspond to a range of physical flow rate, as shown in Table 4-1. Note that the numerical
SCV flow settings have a nonlinear relationship to the actual flow rate.

Table 4-1 7250R tractor SCV flow settings translated to different flow rate.

Table 4-2 1775NT planter hydraulic function and port requirements

Understanding the requirements of the planter’s hydraulic system helped to
determine the number of instrumentations needed for this study. The 1775NT planter
required four SCV pairs and one power beyond port for its operation; the details of each
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functionality and their corresponding ports are shown in Table 4-2. Two of the SCV ports
were designated for vacuum pump control, which used a flow setting of 4 typically for
manual operation, corresponding to 20.4 L/min (5.4 gpm). The frame function and blower
fan were both connected to the same SCV, such that the flow can be seen when folding and
unfolding the planter, as well as when running the blower. The Power Beyond port was
used for Independent Row Hydraulic Downforce (IRHD), which allowed independent
control of each row and adjusted the seed metering. No load sensing was needed when
IRHD is the only function connected to Power Beyond.

4.4.2 Instrumentation Selection
The hydraulic pressure difference across and flow rate to the hydraulic application are the
two parameters needed to compute hydraulic power; the equation to calculate the power is
shown in Equation 4-1.

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟[𝑘𝑊] =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒[𝑀𝑃𝑎] ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒[𝐿𝑝𝑚]
𝑠𝑒𝑐
1
60[𝑀𝑃𝑎 ∗ 𝐿 ∗ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∗
]
𝑘𝑊

(Eq. 4-1)

The pressure gauges (Omega PX309, OMEGA Engineering Inc., Norwalk,
Connecticut) were selected for measuring the pressures in this study. Roeber (2016)
developed a tractor hydraulic instrumentation system using a turbine meter to measure the
hydraulic flow and demonstrated the turbine flow meter can be a viable solution despite
the space constraints behind the tractor by allowing bends in hoses connecting the turbine
flowmeter. Despite that this method violates the recommendation by the manufacturer, a
closer look at this requirement found out that turbine flow meter can only work accurately
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when the flow is laminar, and the straight section is to ensure the laminar flow can be
developed. The fluid flow can be classified as laminar or turbulent based on the Reynolds
numbers. The Reynolds number is a dimensionless characteristic value that describes the
ratio of the inertial force to viscous force. A Reynolds number less than 2300 indicates
laminar flow, in the range of 2300 to 3000 indicates a transition flow, and greater than 3000
indicates turbulent flow. The equation to calculate a Reynolds number is shown below in
equation 4-2.

𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑉𝐿 𝑉𝐷
=
𝜇
𝜈

(Eq. 4-2)

where ρ is the fluid density, in kg/m3;
V is the fluid flow velocity, in m/s;
L is the characteristic length, which in this case is equivalent to pipe diameter D,
in m;
μ is the dynamic fluid viscosity, in Ns/m2;
υ is the kinematic fluid viscosity, in m2/s.
The viscosity is another important factor to Reynolds number. Incidentally, the hydraulic
fluid’s viscosity is sensitive to temperature. The commonly used hydraulic fluid on tractors
is the ISO Viscosity Grade (VG) 68, which has a viscosity of 68 centistokes at 40°C. A
centistoke is equivalent to 1 𝑚𝑚2/s, or 10−6 𝑚2 /s convert to SI unit.
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Table 4-3 Reynolds numbers for different flow rate and temperature

The Reynolds numbers for the hydraulic fluid flows are calculated at various flow
rates that can been observed from typical tractor SCV ports, as shown in Table 4-2. The
red color numbers indicate the flow is turbulent. Under low flow applications with less than
18.93 L/min (5 gpm) flow, the hydraulic fluid is consistently laminar, whereas the flow
above 5gpm will initially be laminar at low temperature but transition into turbulent as the
temperature goes up. This investigation showed that it is possible to use a turbine flow
meter for low flow conditions.
The other option of a flow meter for tractor hydraulic instrumentation is a positive
displacement flow meter. A positive displacement flow meter uses a pair of gears with a
fixed displacement volume, similar to a gear pump, and measures the flow by the rotation
speed of the gears. This type of flow meter is not sensitive to the viscosity of the fluid due
to its fixed displacement design. Positive displacement pumps also are compact by nature,
which is great for an installation behind the tractor. They typically produce pulsed outputs,
similar to a turbine flow meter. However, positive displacement flow meters are generally
much more expensive when compared to other types of flow meters.
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Figure 4-3 The orifices designed by Stoll (2018)

Stoll (2018) developed a hydraulics instrumentation system for tractors using
pressure gauges to measure pressure drop across the orifice to calculate the flow. Different
from turbine flowmeters and positive displacement flow meters, the orifice approach uses
a known restriction to force the fluid to pass through with higher velocity. According to
Bernoulli’s principle, the fluid will experience a decrease in pressure when flowing with
higher velocity. The advantage of using an orifice for measuring flow is its compactness.
On the other hand, an orifice flow meter requires two pressure gauges, one in front and one
behind the orifice to measure the pressure drop across it. However, hydraulic
instrumentation already requires two pressure gauges at the extend and retract ports to
measure the pressure used across the implement, so only one additional pressure gauge is
need for orifice implementation. Additionally, pressure gauges are generally cheaper than
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flow meters; the former typically cost hundreds of dollars whereas the latter costs
thousands of dollars. In this study, an orifice design was selected due to its relatively low
cost and compactness.
4.4.3 Orifice Design
Similar to Stoll (2018), custom orifices were fabricated to fit into the typical hydraulic
fitting. The orifice was first designed in SOLIDWORKS (SOLIDWORKS 2019, Dassault
Systèmes SOLIDWORKS Corp., Waltham, Massachusetts), as shown in the 3-dimensional
model in Figure 4-2. The orifice was designed with a National Pipe Taper-14 (NPT-14)
thread at both ends, with a 0.75 inches inner diameter, and overall length of 2 inches. A
thin plate located at the center of the pipe section with a circular hole defines the restriction
of the orifice.

Figure 4-4 SOLIDWORKS sectional view of the orifice design
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This type of orifice is also called thin-plate orifice, in as the restriction is made thin to
reduce the frictional loss due to the wall of orifice. Although There are general parameters
and equations to help compute the necessary size of the orifice for a given range of flow
and type of fluid, such as American Petroleum Institute (API) RP 550/551 Installation of
Refinery instruments and Control Systems, International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 5024 Petroleum Liquids and Gases – Measurement –Standard Reference Conditions,
5167 Measurement of Fluid by means of Pressure Differential Devices and 5168
Measurement of Fluid – Estimation of uncertainty of a Flow-rate measurement; however,
the equations and calculation procedures become inadequate for pipe sizes below 1.5
inches; Therefore calibration of the orifice, including the upstream and downstream
sections, as a unit must be conducted to allow accurate prediction of the flow (“Orifice
Plates Design Requirements”, n.d.).
An orifice flow meter has the following characteristic equation to calculate flow
rate using the pressure drop across the orifice, as shown in equation 4-3.

Δ𝑃
𝑄 = 𝐶𝑑 𝐴√
𝜌

where Q is the flow rate,
Cd is the discharge coefficient, with a value between 0 and 1
A is the cross-sectional area of the orifice, in 𝑚2
P is the pressure drop across the orifice, in kPa
 is the density of the fluid, in 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3

(Eq. 4-3)
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In addition to the 7.92 mm orifice designed by Stoll (2018), four different sizes of orifices
were designed for this study, 4 mm, 9 mm, 10 mm, and 11 mm. The different orifice
dimensions can accommodate different flow ranges from the hydraulics system. Because
of the orifice’s quadratic relationship between the pressure drop and the flow rate, the flow
prediction is generally more accurate at higher flow and more uncertain at lower flow.
Furthermore, the unrecoverable head loss produced by a narrower orifice is generally
greater and undesired. Thus, it is important to size the orifice appropriately without the loss
in accuracy and pressure loss. The orifices were machined and fabricated out of mild steel.
Figure 4-5 shows one of the fabricated orifices.

Figure 4-5 One of the fabricated orifices, featuring NPT-14 thread at each end to interface with hydraulic
fittings.

4.4.3 Hydraulic Instrumentation Construction and Calibration
Stoll (2018) designed the orifice and installed tee-fittings and ISO 5675 quick-couplers for
ease of installation onto the tractor, and two pressure gauges (OMEGA PX309, OMEGA
Engineering Inc., Norwalk, Connecticut), as shown in figure 4-6. A modification to Stoll’s
design was added to reduce the required space. Two extra street elbows were added on top
of the tees to allow the pressure transducers to change their direction to be closer to the
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fitting itself, instead of pointing outwards. This reduced the potential of the pressure gauge
damage. A short ten-inch hose section was added between one of the tee fittings and the
male ISO 5675 quick-coupler. This hose section added flexibility to the assembly, so that
the assembly can bend and move in the event of interference with other objects. The final
assembly of the flow and pressure instrumentation is showed in figure 4-7.

Figure 4-6 The orifice assembly developed by Stoll (2018)

Figure 4-7 The new orifice assembly
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The hydraulic test stand developed by Stoll (2018) was used in this study to
calibrate the orifices, as shown in figure 4-8. The test stand used a turbine flowmeter (Flotech Activa F6206-AVB-NN, Badger Meter, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) to measure the flow
rate. The turbine flow meter has a pipe diameter of 1 inch and is installed with three feet
of straight pipe upstream and two feet of straight pipe downstream as required by the
turbine flowmeter application instructions. A needle valve was used to restrict and adjust
the amount of flow going through the test stand. Thus, several pressure and flow settings
were produced using the needle valve. Continuous flow was produced using the tractor’s
detent function at SCV flow setting at four and ten with 60 seconds run each, an average
of each 60 seconds were then used for producing a best-fit curve. SCANGate was used as
the data acquisition system and wrote the sensor data into ISOBUS, and both the standard
data and sensor data were recorded using a Memorator data logger (Memorator Pro x2 HS,
Kvaser AB, Mölndal, Sweden). Figure 4-9 showed the testing arrangement using the test
stand and the 7R tractor. The results of the calibration are discussed in section 4.5.1.

Figure 4-8 Hydraulic Test Stand developed by Stoll (2018)
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Figure 4-9 Testing and Calibration of the orifices

4.4.4 In-field Data Collection and Validation

Figure 4-10 The 7R tractor with the 1775NT planter unfolded and ready for planting
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The hydraulic instrumentation system was installed on the 7250R tractor with the 1775NT
16-row planter attached to the tractor, as shown in figure 4-10. The planting occurred at
one of the field plots located at Eastern Nebraska Research, Extension and Education
Center (ENREEC). The instrumentation was installed on four of the five hydraulic
functions from the implement, namely, the left and right vacuum pumps, the blower fan
and the frame function, and the variable rate drive for IRHD. The instrumentation details
are shown in Table 4-4. Note that pressure transducers were installed at pressure and return
ports for each function excluding the marker, as it was not used in this study. Additionally,
orifices were installed on the left vacuum pump, frame and blower, and the variable rate
drive. Right vacuum pump was not instrumented with orifice due to the inappropriate
sizing issue and was not measured in this study.
Table 4-4 Hydraulic instrumentation of 1775NT planter hydraulic functions

The resulting installation can be seen in figure 4-11. Two different planting
configurations were used in this experiment, which were a high seed density configuration
with 33,000 seeds per acre for an irrigated plot, and low seed density configuration with
28,000 seeds per acre for a rain-fed plot, respectively.
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Figure 4-11 Installation of the instrumentation on the 7R tractor with the planter, the hydraulic
instrumentations are shown in the red circle. SCANGate was installed on top of the SCV block and beneath
the rear cab window.
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4.5 Results and Discussions
4.5.1 Orifice Calibration Result

Figure 4-12 Testing and calibration data plotted as time series

Figure 4-12 showed an example of the calibration data, the tractor was set to detent for 60
seconds for each needle valve setting. The SCANGate read and wrote the data into the
ISOBUS at 4 Hz frequency. A Memorator pro x2 HS recorded all the data. Post-processing
was done in MATLAB. Because the flow rate and pressure showed as step functions, by
marking the start and end time of the step functions, the pressure and flow data at various
valve settings could be extracted.
Stoll (2018) designed orifices with a 7.92 mm diameter hole was also used in this
study but was modified with the update discussed in section 4.4.3. To assess the change in
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the flow and pressure drop relationship due to the addition of hose and elbow to the
assembly, recalibration was needed. As shown in figure 4-13, the original best-fit curved
by Stoll (2018) was plotted in purple. In an identical assembly set up of the original, the
calibration data was shown to be different from the original calibration, as shown in the
blue circles and orange dashed line. This suggested that the process of disassembly and
reassembly can alter the internal features of the fitting assemble, despite using an NPT
thread, the distance from the thin plate orifice to the pressure gauge actually changed. It is
possible that the pressure drop is sensitive to the location relative to the vena contracta
(vena contracta is the location where the minimal cross-sectional area of the stream occurs
due to a restriction in flow, and it is usually behind the restriction.) On average, there was
a difference of 20 psi between the original calibration and the new calibration.

Figure 4-13 Recalibration of the 7.92 mm orifice with different fittings
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The addition of the elbow also introduced an effect, as may be observed in Figure
4-13. The pressure drop shifted to the left compared to the orifice assembly without the
elbow indicating the pressure drop reading decreased. It was possible that the bend in the
elbow induced a pressure drop, and/or the transducer being farther away from the orifice,
making the pressure transducer reading to be less sensitive. Lastly, the modification with
the hose was added which shifted the pressure readings at low flow setting to a negative
pressure drop zone. This might be surprising as the flow should experience head loss. The
negative pressure drop was possible due to the addition of flexible hose section, which
allows bend in the hydraulic flow. It is likely the bend induced turbulent and vortices,
causing a decreased in fluid pressure and the readings by the pressure transducer to be
lower.
This showed that the placement and orientation of the instrumentation influences
the measurement, and deemed that calibration was necessary. Despite the standard flow
measuring equation for orifice has a quadratic relation to the pressure drop, the actual
relationship might not have the exact form, due to the difference in the physical
configurations mentioned above. Despite the discrepancies, the orifices with different
configurations can still be used to calculate and measure the flow rate using pressure drop.
Using the resulting data from the calibration tests, best-fit curve can be used to generate
equations that allows measurement of hydraulic flow rate from pressure drop across orifice.
Power models were used in the curve-fitting, which assumes the form shown in equation
4-4.
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𝑄 = 𝑎Δ𝑃𝑏 + 𝑐

(Eq. 4-4)

Where Q = hydraulic flow rate, in L/min
Δ𝑃 = pressure drop across orifice, in kPa
a, b, and c are the best-fit parameters

Equation 4-4 assumed the power relationship between the pressure drop and flow
rate, a is the scaling factor, b is the exponent and c is the offset value. The resulting bestfit curves for 7.92 mm orifice with flexible hose and elbows configuration are shown in
equation 4-5 with a 𝑅 2 score of 96.5%, indicating the curve explains the variance of flow
rates well.
𝑄 = 2.390 Δ𝑃0.4455 − 0.706

(Eq. 4-5)

Where Q = hydraulic flow rate, in L/min;
Δ𝑃 = pressure drop across orifice, in kPa.

The same testing and calibration procedures were repeated for 4 mm orifice
assembly with flexible hose and elbows, as shown in figure 4-14. A best-fit curve using
power model was generated in equation 4-6, this curve has a 𝑅 2 score of 99.5% which
indicated the equation explains the variables very well.
𝑄 = 0.4899Δ𝑃0.4269
Where Q = hydraulic flow rate, in L/min;
Δ𝑃 = pressure drop across orifice, in kPa.

(Eq. 4-6)
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Figure 4-14 Calibration curve for 4mm orifices

Because of the power relationship, the precision of the predicted flow rate is not
uniform, given the fixed resolution of pressure, the corresponding resolution of flow rate
is higher at high flow rate but lower at low flow rate. Secondly, the turbine flowmeter used
in the calibration has a range of detection of 11.35 -302.8 L/min (3-80 gpm). Thus, it was
unable to calibrate the orifice at lower flow rates. The resulting best-fit curves were used
to compute the actual flow rate for in-field validation.
4.5.2 Planting Hydraulic Power Characterization
To validate the tractor hydraulic instrumentations, actual corn planting operation were
conducted with the tractor installed with the hydraulic instrumentation system. Two
different seed populations were used, 28,000 seeds per acre and 33,000 seeds per acres, for
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a rain-fed and an irrigated field, respectively. The resulting measurements from the
hydraulic instrumentation system are shown in figure 4-15 and 4-16, for 28,000 and 33,000
seeds per acre, respectively.

Figure 4-15 The resulting measurements from the hydraulic instrumentation for corn planting with 28,000
seeds per acre
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Figure 4-16 The resulting measurements from the hydraulic instrumentation for corn planting with 33,000
seeds per acre

In both figure 4-14 and 4-15, the left-hand columns represent the pressure measurement at
the extend and retract ports or the pressure and return ports, whereas the right-hand
columns are the pressure difference across the orifices. The first row represented the
measurements for vacuum pump. Because of the incorrect orifice sizing issue, despite both
vacuum pumps were instrumented, only one vacuum pump hydraulic measurement was
used in this study. The second row represent the hydraulic measurement from frame
function and blower fan, the last row is the reading for variable rate drive from power
beyond. There were several notable observations from the measurements. First, the power
beyond pressure was shown to be influenced by the actual maximum pressure from the
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SCVs, as shown in figure 4-16. The power beyond connected variable rate drive has a
direct connection to the hydraulic pump so it is possible that the power beyond pressure
can fluctuate based on the pump working condition. The 4mm orifice was used for
measuring the flow rate for the variable rate drive, however, the resulting pressure drop
across it was only 9 psi, below the smallest calibration pressure. The result for variable rate
drive was discarded due to the lower-than-expected flow rate. Additionally, extrapolating
calibration curve is undesired and the orifice conversion is imprecise at low flow range.
The low flow rates also indicated the power consumption by the variable rate drive is
negligible.

Figure 4‑17 Comparison between power beyond and SCV pressure.
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Figure 4-17 Hydraulic Pressure for vacuum pump for irrigated seed population

Figure 4-18 shows the hydraulic pressure readings from the inlet, outlet and after orifice
for the vacuum motor for the irrigated seed population corn planting over eight minutes.
The pressure driving the vacuum pump reached a high of 20684.3 kPa (3000 psi) when
initially turned on, slowly decreased over one to two minutes time and maintained at 5515.8
kPa (800 psi) for steady state operation. The hydraulic pressure usage for the low-density
corn planting (rain-fed) also showed a similar trend properties. The vacuum pump induced
the momentarily high pressure at the beginning was likely due to the extra fluid pressure
required to overcome the inertial of the system. This transient process only occurred at the
beginning when starting the vacuum pumps and stay in the steady state until shut off. To
account for the planting power usage, the transient readings were discarded and an
averaged of the pressure over steady state was used. The inlet and outlet pressure average
were 5.883 MPa (853.2 psi) and 797.7 kPa (115.7 psi), respectively. An overall hydraulic
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pressure drop across the vacuum pump was 5.085 MPa (737.5 psi). The average pressure
drop across the orifice was found to be 275.8 kPa (40.0 psi). Using the calibration formula,
the average hydraulic flow to the vacuum pump was 14.84 L/min (3.92 gpm). The overall
hydraulic power consumed by the vacuum pump for high population corn planting,
considering there were two vacuum pumps, was 2.52 kW (3.37 HP), as shown in equation
4-7.

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 2 ×

5.085 𝑀𝑃𝑎 × 14.84 𝐿/𝑚𝑖𝑛
60

(Eq.4-7)

= 2.52 𝑘𝑊

Figure 4-18 Vacuum pump hydraulic pressure for rain-fed seed population

Similarly, the average inlet and outlet hydraulic pressure for the rain-fed seed population
corn planting were 6.05 MPa (877.1 psi) and 823 kPa (119.4 psi), respectively. The overall
hydraulic pressure drop across the vacuum pump was 5.227 MPa (757.7 psi). The average
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pressure drop across orifice was 260.2 kPa (37.74 psi), which translated into 14.48 Lpm
(3.826 gpm). The resulting hydraulic power consumed by the vacuum pumps for low
population corn planting was 2.52 kW (3.37 HP), as shown in equation 4-8.

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑚 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛−𝑓𝑒𝑑 = 2 ×

5.227 𝑀𝑃𝑎 × 14.44 𝐿/𝑚𝑖𝑛
60

(Eq.4-8)

= 2.52 𝑘𝑊

Figure 4-19 Blower fan hydraulic pressure for irrigated seed population corn planting
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Figure 4‑21 Blower fan hydraulic power for rain-fed seed population

The blower hydraulic pressures are shown in figure 4-20 and 4-21. Because the
blower fan only ran periodically, only the power of it running was considered. The
hydraulic pressure differences for blower were found to be 18673.8 kPa (2708.4 psi) for
irrigated corn planting and 18536.6 kPa (2688.5 psi) for rain fed corn planting, the pressure
difference across orifice were 89.4 kPa (12.96 psi) and 113.2 kPa (16.42 psi) respectively,
which correspond to an average flow of 35.2 L/min (9.299 gpm) and 40.1 L/min (10.63
gpm), for irrigated and rain-fed seed population corn planting, respectively. The resulting
hydraulic power were found to be 10.96 kW (14.7 HP) and 12.43 kW (16.67 HP) for
irrigated and rain-fed seed population corn planting, as shown in equation 4-9 and 4-10,
respectively.

𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 =

2708.4 𝑝𝑠𝑖 × 19.3 𝐺𝑃𝑀
= 14.70 𝐻𝑃
1714

(Eq. 4-9)
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𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑎𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑒𝑑 =

737.5 𝑝𝑠𝑖 × 3.92 𝐺𝑃𝑀
= 16.67𝐻𝑃
1714

(Eq. 4-10)

Assuming the vacuum pumps and the blower fan were the major power output of
the planter among all the hydraulic applications, the overall hydraulic power can be
computed. The planter hydraulic power usages were found to be 13.48 kW and 14.95 kW
for irrigated and rain-fed seed population corn planting, respectively. These results might
be surprising, as one might expect the power required for higher seed population to be
higher. However, upon closer investigation, one of the main factors for the hydraulic power
is the fluid temperature. As this planting operation was meant as a validation test for the
tractor hydraulic instrumentation system, the operations for both seed populations only
lasted 8.3 minutes each, and the tractor started cold. The average hydraulic fluid
temperatures during planting in this experiment were 39.42 Centigrade and 46.95
Centigrade for rain-fed seed population planting and irrigated seed population planting,
respectively. As pointed out by Stoll (2018), Casey (2018) and Herzog et al. (2005), the
fluid temperature has a significant impact to the hydraulic efficiency, due to the hydraulic
fluid become less viscous at elevated temperature, temperatures. The hydraulic efficiency
improved at the higher fluid temperature and the power required for the hydraulic
application decreased. This explained why the higher magnitude of rain-fed seed
population hydraulic power, despite with lesser seed density, was less efficient. Thus, the
result of this study is not a good representation of the actual in-field hydraulic power usage.

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a tractor hydraulic power instrumentation system was developed and
designed. The measurement of hydraulic power was accomplished using pressure
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transducers to measure both the pressure loss across the application, as well as computing
the flow rate by utilizing an orifice. In combination with the SCANGate designed in chapter
3, an in-field tractor instrumentation study was tested to verify the functionality and
characterize the hydraulic power demands of a 16-row central-fill corn planter. Two
different seed populations were used in this study.it was that Hydraulic power requirements
for the planter were 13.48 kW and 14.95 kW for irrigated and rain-fed seed population corn
planting, respectively. However, due to the short duration of the actual field operation, the
hydraulic fluid did not reach operating temperature in either operating condition. Thus, the
resulting power usage is not a good representation of the actual planting operation.
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Chapter 5 : Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis described several designs and tool developments for realizing in-field
agricultural machinery performance analysis, as well as improving tractor instrumentation
for ruggedized design and expanded number of inputs for better in-field data collection.
The first study explored the data acquisition method using SAE J1939 and ISO11783 for agricultural machine performance analysis with CAN bus data. This work
described the usage and software analysis of Parameter Group Numbers (PGNs) and
Suspect Parameter Numbers (SPNs) which contain useful parameters to infer the machine
operation. To correctly calculate the actual engine torque and actual engine power, SAE
J1939/21 Transport Protocol was investigated to identify the engine reference torque,
which was located inside a special multi-package message. MATLAB functions were
developed to filter, extract and convert the parameters into engineering units from CAN
Bus data. A case study of combine harvesting operations of corn and soybeans was used to
demonstrate the methodology of data extraction, as well as to analyze the combine machine
states by identifying three load states, which correspond to idle, transport and working
states. Unsupervised learning was used to cluster the different load states which allowed
for soft separation. This study highlighted the usefulness of the CAN reported data, which
helps researchers to understand machine behavior with minimal number of devices and
sensors. The methodology developed in this study can be applied to agricultural machines
with on-board CAN Bus for performance analysis.
The development of the version two of Sensor SCAN gateway (SCANGate)
addressed the shortcomings of standalone CAN Bus data acquisition and machine
performance

analysis

by allowing

the

incorporation

of

self-defined

custom
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instrumentation. It also improved the original SCANGate by introducing ruggedized
connectors, including modularity for expandability and increasing the number of analog
channels up to four-fold to allow more sensors to be connected simultaneously.
Incorporating the CAN bus data extraction and analysis methodology developed in chapter
two, SCANGate allowed more in-depth machine performance analysis using custom
sensors to cover the data not reported by CAN Bus. However, for future development,
improvements of SCANGate connection to CAN Bus were identified, such as improving
the connection to ECU power, since the current source was power limited and unstable
when connecting too many devices at the same time. A Danfoss Service Tool application
was developed for diagnostic purposes of SCANGate as well as the connected sensors.
Lastly, the tractor hydraulic instrumentation was developed as a part of the tractor
instrumentation system (TIS), to allow in-field hydraulic parameter measurements.
Orifices were designed and fabricated for different flow range measurements. Custom
design using NPT-thread allowed mating with standard hydraulic fittings on tractors,
resulting in cost effective instrumentation for flow measurement. The hydraulic
instrumentation system was installed, corn planting operation data collection was done
with two seed populations to validate the system, and hydraulic powers for the two
configurations were computed. It was found that fluid temperature is a crucial factor in the
overall power consumption and should be included in the future hydraulic power analysis.
TIS incorporated direct measurement of the tractor’s three main power outputs, namely,
the PTO revolving power, drawbar pulling power and hydraulic fluid power. The ultimate
goal of TIS was to understand and characterize various field-operation power load states
of tractors.
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For future work in tractor mixed-mode power testing development, a large-scale
data collection scheme is needed to capture and characterize various in-field operation
power usages, such as planting, baling, anhydrous nitrogen application, and grain cart.
Performance analysis for different crops, soil, terrain, size and type of implement, and
manufacturers are needed to statistically investigate the effects of the external factors and
characterize the different load profiles. Additionally, the fuel consumption model, time
efficiency and field efficiency models for different tractors and implements can be
generated using the collected data. The models can be used to update the ASABE D497.7
Agricultural Machinery Management Standard with modern machinery, as well as to better
inform the manufacturers, researchers, and farmers of the machine requirements. These
models would also help manufacturers and researchers with future technological
development and advancements of tractor technologies, and farmers to determine the
optimal solutions for future purchases and investments.
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Appendix A. Kvaser Memorator Data Exportation
This section describes the process of extracting recorded data from Kvaser Memorator Pro
x2 HS using Kvaser Memorator Config Tool. The steps are shown in numbers for the order
of procedures. There are two ways to connect the Memorator, one is physically connecting
the Memorator via a USB cable, another way is to insert the SD card into any SD card
reader. Figure A-1 describes the steps to connect the software memorator config tool with
the hardward Memorator.

Figure A-1 This showed the steps one to three to connect the interface software with the Memorator or SD
card
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Figure A-2 The interface showed a list of the stored data

Figure A-3 Select the extracted file name and location
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Figure A-4 Select extract method and resulting format
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Appendix B. SCANGATE Wiring Diagram
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Appendix C. Orifice Design Drawing
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